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REGULATION AND DISTRIBUTION
Richard L. Revesz †

This Article tackles a question that has vexed the administrative state for the last
half century: how to seriously take account of the distributional consequences of
regulation. The academic literature has largely accepted the view that distributional
concerns should be moved out of the regulatory domain and into Congress’ tax policy
portfolio. In doing so, it has overlooked the fact that tax policy is ill suited to provide
compensation for significant environmental, health, and safety harms. And the
congressional gridlock that has bedeviled us for several decades makes this enterprise even
more of a non-starter.
The focus on negative distributional consequences has become particularly salient
recently, playing a significant role in the 2016 presidential election and threatening
important, socially beneficial regulatory measures. For example, on opposite sides of the
political spectrum, environmental justice groups and coal miner interests have forcefully
opposed the regulation of greenhouse gases through flexible regulatory tools, in California
and at the federal level, respectively.
The time has come to make distributional consequences a core concern of the
regulatory state; otherwise, future socially beneficial regulations could well encounter
significant roadblocks. The success of this enterprise requires significant institutional
changes in the way in which distributional issues are handled within the Executive Branch.
Every President from Ronald Reagan to Barack Obama has made cost-benefit analysis a
key feature of the regulatory state as a result of the role played by the Office of Information
and Regulatory Affairs, and the Trump Administration is keeping that structure in place.
In contrast, executive orders addressing distributional concerns have languished because
of the lack of a similar enforcement structure within the Executive Branch. This Article
provides the blueprint for the establishment of a standing, broadly constituted interagency
body charged with addressing serious negative consequences of regulatory measures on
particular groups. Poor or minority communities already disproportionally burdened by
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environmental harms and communities that lose a significant portion of their employment
base are paradigmatic candidates for such action.
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INTRODUCTION
The dominant academic view with respect to regulatory policy holds that individual
regulations should not concern themselves with questions of distribution. Instead, rules
should be designed to maximize net benefits—their benefits minus their costs. Doing so
expands the size of the proverbial pie, which, other things being equal, is clearly desirable.
The academic support for this view is generally traced to an influential book by Professors
Louis Kaplow and Steven Shavell. 1
1

See LOUIS KAPLOW & STEVEN SHAVELL, FAIRNESS VERSUS WELFARE (2002). For earlier work, see
Louis Kaplow & Steven Shavell, Fairness Versus Welfare 114 HARV. L. REV. 961 (2001) [hereinafter
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Perhaps the key component of federal regulatory policy reflects this view. Since
1981, administrations of both parties have operated under Executive Orders requiring that
major federal rules be justified by reference to cost-benefit analysis. The Executive Order
currently in effect, promulgated by President Clinton in 1993, states that distribution must
be taken into account. But distribution has never been an important component of the
administration of this Order, under which the Office of Information and Regulatory Affairs
reviews significant rules. Its inquiry, instead, focuses on whether the benefits of the rule
“justify” its costs. While President Obama promulgated an additional Executive Order that
deals more explicitly with distributional issues, it has had limited effect. And none of the
regulatory pronouncements of the Trump Administration have dealt with distributional
issues in a general way, though they have focused significant attention on the plight of coal
miners and others who allegedly lost their jobs as a result of regulatory initiatives.
The view that regulation should concern itself with increasing the size of the pie
(maximizing net benefits), and not the size of each slice (distribution), should not be
equated with lack of concern for distribution. In arguing that the efficiency of regulations
should not be compromised for distributional concerns, Kaplow and Shavell do not claim
that distributional concerns are unimportant. 2 Instead, they maintain that whatever
preferences our society might have for distribution should best be addressed through the
income tax system, not the regulatory process. Compromising the efficiency of legal rules,
the argument goes, is less desirable than promoting distributional goals through the tax
system, 3 which can be done in a manner that gives rise to less serious undesirable
distortions. 4
Because regulations are promulgated by administrative agencies but tax reform
needs to be done by Congress, 5 the dominant view has an important institutional corollary.

Kaplow & Shavell, Fairness]; Louis Kaplow & Steven Shavell, Should Legal Rules Favor the Poor?
Clarifying the Role of Legal Rules and the Income Tax in Redistributing Income, 29 J. LEGAL STUD. 821
(2000) [hereinafter Kaplow & Shavell, Clarifying the Role]; Louis Kaplow & Steven Shavell, Why the Legal
System Is Less Efficient than the Income Tax in Redistributing Income, 23 J. LEGAL STUD. 667 (1994)
[hereinafter Kaplow & Shavell, Why the Legal System].
2
See Kaplow & Shavell, Why the Legal System, supra note 1, at 667 (responding to criticisms of the
economic approach to legal rules by pointing out that distribution could be achieved through the income tax
system instead).
3
See id. (saying “redistribution through legal rules offers no advantage over redistribution through the
income tax system and typically is less efficient”).
4
See id. at 667–68.
5
See U.S. CONST. art. I, § 8, cl. 1 (declaring “Congress shall have the power to lay and collect taxes”).
See also U.S. DEP’T OF TREASURY, WRITING AND ENACTING TAX LEGISLATION (last updated Dec. 5, 2010),
available at https://www.treasury.gov/resource–center/faqs/Taxes/Pages/writing.aspx (saying all legislation
concerning taxes must originate in the House of Representatives); Michael Fitts & Robert Inman, Controlling
Congress: Presidential Influence in Domestic Fiscal Policy, 80 GEO. L.J. 1737, 1756—57 (1992)
(summarizing the President’s ability to influence domestic fiscal policy and finding both Congress-related:
either through veto power or through informal influence over Congress); Sheldon D. Pollack, A New
Dynamics of Tax Policy, 12 AM. J. TAX. POL’Y 61, 63–64 (1995) (saying tax policy is made “within the
confines of the congressional tax committees”); Barack Obama, President of the U.S., Remarks by the
President on the Economy (Apr. 5, 2016), https://www.whitehouse.gov/the-press-office/2016/
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It implies that the Executive branch, where the bulk of administrative agencies reside,
should be in the business of increasing the sizes of pies, whereas Congress should be in
charge of figuring out the sizes of the respective slices.
This Article challenges the dominant view, arguing that it suffers from two serious
practical shortcomings: one conceptual and the other political. As to the first, the largest
benefit of health and safety regulation is the prevention of premature deaths. 6 But the
resulting loss of life years, which in some cases happens from risks of instantaneous deaths
and in other cases comes from latent harms, such as those posed by carcinogens, is not the
type of loss that traditional income tax regimes are well suited to compensate. Indeed, they
are not sufficiently correlated with the types of variables, primarily income, on which tax
regimes are based. 7
On the political front, distribution through the tax system is premised on the notion
that Congress will in fact act to provide the necessary distributional adjustments to the tax
system. But we now live in a world of congressional gridlock, where significant policy
decisions once made in Congress are now done through administrative action. 8
We are also witnessing a time in which, across both sides of the political spectrum,
groups adversely affected by government action have been able to organize effectively to
mount frontal challenges, based on distributional arguments, against welfare-enhancing
regulations. Take, for example, the case of the Trans-Pacific Agreement (TPP), which most
economists regard as highly desirable for the U.S. economy. 9 One feature of the agreement,
though, is that it would lead to the loss of certain U.S. jobs. 10 The plight of these displaced
04/05/remarks-president-economy-0 [perma.cc/DPC8-ZHBM] (saying that while Treasury Department has
some control over closing tax loopholes, only Congress can close these loopholes for good).
6
Agencies often justify regulations through the number of premature deaths prevented. See, e.g., U.S.
ENVTL. PROTECTION AGENCY, BENEFITS AND COSTS OF THE CLEAN AIR ACT AMENDMENTS OF 1990, FACT
SHEET (updated Apr. 2011), https://www.epa.gov/sites/production/files/2015-07/documents/factsheet.pdf
(hereinafter EPA BCA) (estimating more than 160,000 premature deaths prevented as of 2010 by emissions
control programs resulting from the 1990 amendments to the Clean Air Act).
7
See infra text accompany notes 93–114.
8
See Josh Blackman, Gridlock, 130 HARV. L. REV. 241, 265–66 (2016) (noting that in the current
gridlocked system, executive agencies can take actions Congress cannot); Jody Freeman & David B. Spence,
Old Statutes, New Problems, 163 U. PA. L. REV. 1, 6 (2014) (explaining that gridlock and polarization have
left agencies to deal with policy problems Congress cannot); William G. Howell & David E. Lewis, Agencies
by Presidential Design, 64 J. POL. 1095, 1102 (2002) (explaining that presidents frequently establish agencies
because Congress is mired in gridlock).
9
PETER A. PETRI & MICHAEL G. PLUMMER, PETERSON INST. FOR INT’L ECON., THE ECONOMIC EFFECTS
OF THE TRANS-PACIFIC PARTNERSHIP: NEW ESTIMATES 1 (2016), https://piie.com/system/
files/documents/wp16-2_0.pdf (naming the United States the “largest beneficiary of the TPP” and estimating
that real incomes in the United States would increase by $131 billion); WORLD BANK, POTENTIAL
IMPLICATIONS
OF
THE
TRANS-PACIFIC
PARTNERSHIP
1
(2016),
http://pubdocs.worldbank.org/en/287761451945044333/Global-Economic-Prospects-January-2016Highlights-Trans-Pacific-Partnership.pdf (estimating that NAFTA countries’ GDPs would improve by 0.6
percent as a result of the TPP); Jeffrey H. Bergstrand, Should TPP Be Formed? On the Potential Economic,
Governance, and Conflict-Reducing Impacts of the Trans-Pacific Partnership Agreement, 20 E. ASIAN ECON.
REV. 279, 279 (2016) (concluding that the TPP should be formed because of its benefits for the United States).
10
For example, despite overall economic benefits, the TPP is predicted to dampen job growth in the
United States manufacturing sector. See IAN F. FERGUSSON & BROCK R. WILLIAMS, CONG. RES. SERV., THE
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workers played a significant role in the 2016 election, and both major candidates eventually
indicated their opposition to the TPP. 11 These concerns led President Trump to withdraw
from the agreement shortly after taking office. 12 Similar concerns had led him during the
campaign to rail against the North American Free Trade Agreement (NAFTA), 13 which
has long been considered as beneficial to the U.S. economy. 14
Distributional concerns also played a significant role in the defeat of a 2016
Washington state initiative to impose a state-wide carbon tax—the first in the country—in
order to reduce greenhouse gas emissions. 15 Carbon taxes are generally regarded as a
desirable way to control greenhouse gases, 16 and support for such control was widespread
in the state. 17 The dispute centered on how the tax proceeds would be used. The initiative
contemplated a reduction in existing taxes, including the sales tax. 18 But environmental
justice advocates sought instead to use a significant portion of the revenues to aid
communities that had been negatively affected by pollution and climate change. 19 The
TRANS-PACIFIC PARTNERSHIP (TPP): KEY PROVISIONS AND ISSUES FOR CONGRESS i (2016),
https://fas.org/sgp/crs/row/R44489.pdf; PETRI & PLUMMER, supra note 9, at 13.
11
See Amy Chozick, Hillary Clinton Opposes Obama’s Trans-Pacific Trade Deal, N.Y. TIMES (Oct. 7,
2015),
https://www.nytimes.com/politics/first-draft/2015/10/07/hillary-clinton-opposes-obamas-transpacific-trade-deal/; Cristiano Lima, Trump Calls Trade Deal ‘a Rape of Our Country’, POLITICO (June 28,
2016), http://www.politico.com/story/2016/06/donald-trump-trans-pacific-partnership-224916.
12
See Peter Baker, Trump Abandons Trans-Pacific Partnership, Obama’s Signature Trade Deal, N.Y.
TIMES (Jan. 23, 2017), https://www.nytimes.com/2017/01/23/us/politics/tpp-trump-trade-nafta.html.
13
See Neil Irwin, Donald Trump Trashes NAFTA. But Unwinding It Would Come at a Huge Cost, N.Y.
TIMES (Oct. 3, 2016), https://www.nytimes.com/2016/10/04/upshot/donald-trump-trashes-nafta-butunwinding-it-would-come-at-a-huge-cost.html.
14
See Mary E. Burfisher et al., The Impact of NAFTA on the United States, 15 J. ECON. PERSP. 125, 141
(2001) (concluding that as anticipated, NAFTA had small but positive effects on the U.S. economy and large
positive effects on Mexico); Carla A. Hills, NAFTA’s Economic Upsides: The View from the United States,
93 FOREIGN AFF. 122, 122 (2014) (referring to NAFTA’s economic “success”); Irwin, supra note 13
(reporting that the view among economists is that NAFTA has raised incomes overall in the United States,
despite costing the country thousands of manufacturing jobs).
15
See Lewis Kamb, Washington Voters Reject Initiative to Impose Carbon Tax on Fossil Fuels, SEATTLE
TIMES (Nov. 8, 2016), http://www.seattletimes.com/seattle-news/politics/carbon-emissions-tax-initiative732/.
16
See Kevin A. Hassett et al., The Incidence of a U.S. Carbon Tax: A Lifetime and Regional Analysis 15
(Nat’l Bureau of Econ. Research, Working Paper No. 13554, 2007) (concluding that the regressive effects of
carbon tax are overstated); Gary M. Lucas, Behavioral Public Choice and the Carbon Tax, 2017 UTAH L.
REV. 115, 121 (observing that “[o]n the political right and left, economists generally favor a carbon tax as
the primary policy tool for addressing global warming”) (2017); Gilbert E. Metcalf & David Weisbach, The
Design of a Carbon Tax, 33 HARV. ENVTL. L. REV. 499, 556 (2009) (arguing that a well designed carbon tax
could cover most U.S. emissions through low tax rates on a broad tax base).
17
According to a poll shortly before the state voted on the measure, 42 percent of Washington residents
supported the carbon tax, while 37 percent opposed it. See Editorial, Washington State’s Ambitious Carbon
Tax Proposal, N.Y. TIMES (Oct. 24, 2016), https://www.nytimes.com/ 2016/10/24/opinion/washingtonstates-ambitious-carbon-tax-proposal.html. The proposal was backed by climate scientists and the state’s
Audubon Society chapter. Id.
18
Initiative Measure No. 732 § 1 (2016), available at https://www.sos.wa.gov//
_assets/elections/initiatives/FinalText_779.pdf (offsetting the carbon tax with a reduction in the state sales
tax and a reduction in the occupation tax on manufacturers).
19
See Shonkoff et al., The Climate Gap: Environmental Health and Equity Implications of Climate
Change and Mitigation Policies in California—A Review of the Literature, 109 CLIMATE CHANGE (SUPP. 1)
S485, S494 (2011) (advocating for revenues from cap-and-trade to be used to offset the regressive aspects of
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environmental justice opposition, together with that of the fossil fuel industry ultimately
doomed the measure. 20
The unusual alliance that opposed the Washington carbon tax illustrates the
connection between the demands of two interest groups that have long been regarded as
occupying diametrically opposed positions on the political spectrum: the environmental
justice movement on the one hand, 21 and workers in polluting industries on the other. The
environmental justice movement aligns itself on the progressive side of the political
spectrum and is generally supportive of more protective regulatory measures. 22 In contrast,
the plight of workers in polluting industries has been a rallying cry for the anti-regulatory
right, 23 as perhaps best exemplified by President Trump’s repeated statements about
putting coal miners back to work. 24 Nonetheless, as the fight over the Washington carbon
tax illustrates, the actions of these two groups sometimes coalesce.
This phenomenon is well illustrated by the opposition to what are perhaps the two
most salient recent environmental controversies: the extension of the California cap-and-

the program, for example, by investing in public transit in areas hard hit by air pollution); Bill Corcoran &
Byron Gudiel, Column: Washington’s Carbon Tax Doesn’t Address Environmental Justice, PBS NEWSHOUR
(Nov. 8, 2016), http://www.pbs.org/newshour/making-sense/column-washingtons-carbon-tax-doesntaddress-environmental-justice/ (arguing, on behalf of the Sierra Club and Communities for a Better
Environment, that the carbon pricing plan should be rejected in part because none of the revenues from
pricing carbon would be used to invest in green infrastructure or help “communities on the frontlines of
climate change”).
20
See Editorial, supra note 17; Kamb, supra note 15.
21
For primers on the environmental justice movement, see ROBERT D. BULLARD, DUMPING IN DIXIE:
RACE, CLASS, AND ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY (1990); Vicki Been, Locally Undesirable Land Uses in
Minority Neighborhoods: Disproportionate Siting or Market Dynamics?, 103 YALE L.J. 1383 (1994);
Richard J. Lazarus, Pursuing “Environmental Justice”: The Distributional Effects of Environmental
Protection, 87 NW. U. L. REV. 787 (1993).
22
See Lazarus, supra note 21, at 814 (explaining that environmental justice calls for closing gaps in
environmental statutes, for example, by focusing not only on the overall pollution of a metropolitan area, but
on toxic hotspots in the city).
23
See INST. FOR POLICY INTEGRITY, THE REGULATORY RED HERRING 2 (2012) (discussing criticisms in
the wake of the 2008 recession that regulation causes unemployment); Jean Chemnick, Sen. Collins to Offer
Bill to Delay “Boiler MACT,” E&E DAILY (July 19, 2011), https://www.eenews.net/eedaily/stories/
1059951736 (reporting that Senator Collins introduced a bill to delay an EPA regulation because she believed
the regulation threatened manufacturing jobs); Rep. Fred Upton, Declaring War on the Regulatory State,
WASH. TIMES (Oct. 18, 2010), https://upton.house.gov/news/ documentsingle.aspx?DocumentID=212358
(referring to regulations from the EPA as “smothering the economy” and arguing that regulations send jobs
overseas).
24
Immediately after the election, President Trump promised: “I will cancel job-killing restrictions on the
production of American energy, including shale energy and clean coal, creating many millions of high paying
jobs.” Transition 2017, A Message from President-Elect Donald J. Trump, YOUTUBE (Nov. 21, 2016),
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7xX_KaStFT8. And, before signing his Executive Order to Create
Energy Independence, President Trump said to coal miners present at the signing: “Come on,
fellas. Basically, you know what this is? You know what it says, right? You’re going back to work.” Press
Release, The White House, Remarks by President Trump at Signing of Executive Order to Create Energy
Independence (Mar. 28, 2017), https://www.whitehouse.gov/the-press-office/2017/03/28/remarkspresident-trump-signing-executive-order-create-energy.

6

trade program 25 and the federal Clean Power Plan, 26 both of which seek to reduce
greenhouse gas emissions through flexible regulatory tools, including cap-and-trade
schemes. 27 The main opposition to the California cap-and-trade program came from the
environmental justice movement. 28 In contrast, the sustained invocation of the plight of
coal miners provided the impetus for making opposition to the Clean Power Plan, a
25

A.B. 398, 2017 Assemb., Reg. Sess. (Cal. 2017). In 2006, California passed the California Global
Warming Solutions Act of 2006, directing the California Air Resources Board (ARB) to design a program to
reduce overall state greenhouse gas emissions to 1990 levels by 2020. ARB released its finalized Scoping
Plan in 2009, which featured a state-wide carbon cap-and-trade market as the cornerstone of its overall
program—covering approximately 85% of the California carbon market. See CALIFORNIA AIR RESOURCES
BOARD,
OVERVIEW
OF
ARB
EMISSIONS
TRADING
PROGRAM
(2015),
https://www.arb.ca.gov/cc/capandtrade/guidance/cap_trade_overview.pdf. There was uncertainty as to what
what would happen beyond 2020, and A.B. 398 officially extended and modified the program. See Melanie
Mason & Chris Megerian, California Legislature Extends State’s Cap-and-Trade Program in Rare
TIMES
(July
17,
2017),
Bipartisan
Effort
to
Address
Climate
Change,
L.A.
http://www.latimes.com/politics/la-pol-ca-california-climate-change-vote-republicans-20170717story.html.
26
Clean Power Plan, 80 Fed. Reg. 205, 64662 (Oct. 23, 2015). The Clean Power Plan (CPP) established
carbon emission performance rates for both coal fired and gas fired power plants, established State-specific
carbon reduction goals based on those performance rates as applied to each State’s electricity generation fleet
and profile, and left implementation details to the States. Clean Power Plan, 80 Fed. Reg. at 64,820 (Oct. 23,
2015). The Obama administration estimated the CPP would cut national carbon emissions 32% from 2005
levels by 2030. Press Release, The White House, Fact Sheet: President Obama to Announce Historic Carbon
Pollution Standards for Power Plants (Aug. 3, 2015), https://obamawhitehouse.archives.gov/the-pressoffice/2015/08/03/fact-sheet-president-obama-announce-historic-carbon-pollution-standards. The Supreme
Court stayed implementation of the Final Rule in February 2016, pending resolution of legal challenges, and
the D.C. Circuit later has placed this litigation in abeyance while the agency reconsiders it. Juan Carlos
Rodriguez, D.C. Circ. Pauses CPP Litigation for 2 More Months, LAW360 (Aug. 8, 2017),
https://www.law360.com/articles/952545/dc-circ-pauses-cpp-litigation-for-2-more-months.
27
See Richard L. Revesz et al., Familiar Territory: A Survey of Legal Precedents for the Clean Power
Plan, 46 ENVTL. L. REP. 10,190, 10,190—93 (2016) (arguing that the Clean Power Plan’s flexible design is
supported by substantial precedents throughout the Clean Air Act’s history); Ann E. Carlson, The Current
State of Environmental Law: Part I: Essay: Regulatory Capacity and State Environmental Leadership:
California’s Climate Policy, 24 FORDHAM ENVTL. L. REV. 64 (2013) (arguing that California was able to
pass its ambitious cap-and-trade program and other environmental regulations because its state agencies had
the historical opportunity to develop “extraordinary sophistication and capacity and real political agility.”)
28
See The California Environmental Justice Movement’s Declaration in Support of Carbon Pricing
Reform
in
California
(2017),
https://www.arb.ca.gov/cc/ejac/meetings/01182017/20170112ca_ej_declaration_on_carbon_pricing_reform
.pdf; Press Release, California Environmental Justice Alliance, California Environmental Justice Alliance
Announces Opposition to Cap and Trade Extension Deal Rife with Industry Give Aways, (July 14, 2017),
http://caleja.org/wp-content/uploads/2015/10/AB398PressRelease.pdf.
These groups also opposed the initial cap-and-trade program. See, e.g., The California Environmental
Justice Movement’s Declaration on Use of Carbon Trading Schemes to Address Climate Change (2008),
https://www.arb.ca.gov/cc/ejac/meetings/01182017/20170112ca_ej_declaration_on_carbon_pricing_reform
.pdf (declaring support for measures “only if they directly and significantly reduce emissions, require the
shift away from use of fossil fuels and nuclear power, and do not cause or exacerbate the pollution burden of
poor communities of color in the United States and developing nations around the world”); ENVIRONMENTAL
JUSTICE ADVISORY COMMITTEE, Recommendations and Comments of the Environmental Justice Advisory
Committee on the Implementation of the Global Warming Solutions act of 2006 (AB 32) 8 (Oct. 2008),
https://www.arb.ca.gov/cc/ejac/ejac_comments_final.pdf (“It is market-based decisions, within a framework
of structural racism in planning and zoning decisions, that has created the disparate impact of pollution that
exists today; relying on that same mechanism as the ‘solution’ will only deepen the disparate impact.”).
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centerpiece of President Obama’s environmental accomplishments, 29 a rallying cry of the
Republican rhetoric during the 2016 presidential election cycle. 30
Admittedly, the two groups had different end goals. California environmental
justice advocates believed that if their opposition succeeded, the alternative outcome would
be equally stringent regulatory caps on greenhouse gases implemented through less flexible
regulatory tools, which might have the effect of reducing the concentrations of toxic copollutants, 31 particularly around some industrial facilities with disproportionately high
poor and minority populations. 32 In contrast, the miner-inspired opposition to the Clean
29

See Dan Farber, Obama’s Remarkable Environmental Achievements, LEGALPLANET (Nov. 2, 2016),
http://legal-planet.org/2016/11/02/obamas-remarkable-environmental-achievements/.
30
Throughout his campaign, Trump promised to end the “war on coal and the war on miners.”30 Coral
Davenport, Donald Trump, in Pittsburgh, Pledges to Boost Both Coal and Gas, N.Y. TIMES (Sept. 22, 2016),
https://www.nytimes.com/2016/09/23/us/politics/donald-trump-fracking.html; see Alex Swoyer, Trump
Campaign: ‘Hillary’s War on Coal is Wrong for American Workers,’ BREITBART (Aug. 10, 2016),
http://www.breitbart.com/2016-presidential-race/2016/08/10/trump-campaign-hillarys-war-coal-wrongamerican-workers/. More vividly, during a rally in West Virginia in May 2016, after putting on a hard hat
and mimicking shoveling coal, Trump declared, “For those miners, get ready, because you’re going to be
working your a** off.” Trump on the Economy in Coal Country, N.Y. TIMES (May 6, 2016),
https://www.nytimes.com/video/us/elections/100000004389874/trump-on-the-economy-in-coalcountry.html.
31
Greenhouse gases are global pollutants, meaning that they mix relatively uniformly in the atmosphere
and their harm is not correlated with the location of their emissions. While carbon dioxide, the primary
greenhouse gas, causes indirect harm through its contribution to climate change, localized carbon dioxide
emissions do not directly negatively impact human health. Greenhouse gases are often emitted along with
varying levels of co-pollutants, including criteria and toxic air pollutants. See RICHARD R. REVESZ &
MICHAEL A. LIVERMORE, RETAKING RATIONALITY: HOW COST-BENEFIT ANALYSIS CAN BETTER PROTECT
THE ENVIRONMENT AND OUR HEALTH 63–35 (2008).
32
A September 2016 study found that while overall state greenhouse gas emissions decreased since capand-trade kicked off in 2013, several industry sectors’ greenhouse gas emissions actually increased from the
2011-12 to 2013-14 period. LARA J. CUSHING ET AL., A PRELIMINARY ENVIRONMENTAL EQUITY
ASSESSMENT
OF
CALIFORNIA’S
CAP-AND-TRADE
PROGRAM
(2006),
https://dornsife.usc.edu/assets/sites/242/docs/Climate_Equity_Brief_CA_Cap_and_Trade_Sept2016_FINA
L2.pdf. Of 82 electric generation facilities, for example, the majority increased their emissions. Id. at 6. The
study also confirmed that facilities that emit localized greenhouse gases are more likely to be located in
disadvantaged communities, and that the largest greenhouse gas emitters are correlated with particulate
matter emissions (a criteria pollutant). Id. at 2, 4. The study was not able to track changes in co-pollutant
emissions because of differences in how greenhouse gas and co-pollutant data is gathered—California
requires greenhouse gases be reported every year, while conventional pollutants only need to be reported
every few years. Debra Kahn, Does Cap and Trade Increase Air Pollution? It May Be Too Soon to Tell, E&E
REP., Sept. 20, 2016, http://caleja.org/wp-content/uploads/2016/09/ClimateWire.092016.pdf. Rather, the
study presents a correlation pattern and a snapshot in time, and assumes that cross-sectional correlation would
hold over time. Id.
Others have criticized the environmental justice “hotspot” argument as it relates to cap-and-trade
programs. Todd Schatzki and Robert Stavins argue that a number of factual predicates would have to align
for a greenhouse gas cap-and-trade program to cause co-pollutant hotspots, and that empirically, many of
these predicates are not met. For example, they point out the highly variable relationships between
greenhouse gas and co-pollutant emissions across different types of emissions sources, and between
mitigation strategies to reduce greenhouse gas emission and those to reduce co-pollutant emissions. For
example, power and manufacturing facilities collectively contribute 34% of state greenhouse gas emissions,
but less than 5% of total criteria pollutant emissions. Given this complexity and variability, Schatzki and
Stavins argue that attempting to indirectly regulate co-pollutants through climate policy is inefficient and
likely to be less effective than direct, traditional pollution controls. TODD SCHATZKI & ROBERT STAVINS,
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Power Plan seeks to derail greenhouse gas limits on existing power plants altogether. 33
Nonetheless, they both share strong concerns about the distributional consequences of the
respective regulatory measures.
The environmental justice opponents of the extension of the California greenhouse
gas program ultimately did not prevail, 34 though they were able to obtain some concessions
in the final legislation. 35 The jury is still out on the ultimate fate of the Clean Power Plan. 36
But regardless of the final outcomes, one must reckon with the force of the distributionalbased opposition to these programs. Ignoring the pleas of communities that
disproportionately suffer serious harms is likely, in the future, to derail important welfareenhancing regulations.
Unfortunately, the current tools are inadequate to the task of evaluating the
significance of distributional claims and determining how to remedy those deemed worthy
of attention. Our regulatory system has grappled for almost half a century with the question
of how to deal with regulations that displace workers in communities where there are few
other employment options. 37 And for a quarter century, it has tried, in fits and starts, to
give meaning to environmental justice goals. 38 The respective results, however, have been
far from encouraging. 39
One significant reason for the failure of distributional efforts is institutional. A good
illustration of the problem is the disparate fates of three executive orders promulgated by

ADDRESSING ENVIRONMENTAL JUSTICE CONCERNS IN THE DESIGN OF CALIFORNIA’S CLIMATE POLICY
(2009), http://www.analysisgroup.com/uploadedFiles/Publishing/Articles/Environmental_Justice.pdf. See
also David E. Adelman, The Collective Origins of Toxic Air Pollution: Implications for Greenhouse Gas
Trading and Toxic Hotspots, 88 IND. L.J. 276, 317 (2013) (finding that in California, industrial sources
contributed a relatively small amount to overall state toxic emissions—about thirteen percent of the toxics
emitted statewide in 2005—and only two percent of the overall cancer risk—far less than the emissions of
the transportation sector.)
33
See, e.g., Terry Jarrett, Good Riddance to Obama’s Job-killing ‘Clean Power Plan, D. CTY. DAILY
TIMES, Apr. 9, 2017, http://www.delcotimes.com/article/DC/20170409/NEWS/170409683.
34
A.B. 398, 2017 Assemb., Reg. Sess. (Cal. 2017).
35
A.B. 398 was passed with a companion bill, A.B. 617, which increases monitoring of pollutants in
disadvantaged communities and imposes stricter enforcement penalties. Tony Barboza and Chris Megerian,
Questions Remain as Gov. Brown Signs Legislation to Address Neighborhood-Level Air Pollution, L.A.
TIMES (July 26, 2017), http://www.latimes.com/local/lanow/la-me-ln-air-pollution-law-20170725story.html
36
In 2016, the Supreme Court stayed implementation of the final Clean Power Plan pending resolution
of legal challenges. The D.C. Circuit Court has twice delayed the litigation, most recently in August 2017.
See Rodriguez, supra note 26. In March 2017, President Trump issued an Executive Order ordering
immediate review of the Clean Power Plan. Exec. Order No. 13,783, 82 Fed. Reg. 16093 (Mar. 28, 2017).
On October 16, 2017, EPA published the proposed repeal of the Clean Power Plan. See Repeal of Carbon
Pollution Emission Guidelines for Existing Stationary Sources: Electric Utility Generating Units, 82 Fed.
Reg. 48,035 (Oct. 16, 2017). Comments are due on April 26, 2018. See 83 Fed. Reg. 4620 (Feb. 1, 2018).
Any repeal or revision of the Clean Power Plan will undoubetedly be challenged by Clean Power Plan
supporters.
37
See infra Part III.B.
38
See infra Part III.A.
39
See infra Part III.
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President Clinton. Executive Order 12,866 40 (and its Reagan Administration
predecessor 41) requires that significant federal rules be justified on cost-benefit grounds,
fundamentally restructured the regulatory state. 42 In contrast, his Executive Orders on
environmental justice 43 and federalism 44 hardly made a difference. 45 The most likely
reason is that the cost-benefit order has a built-in enforcement mechanism administered by
a single-mission institution within the Executive Office of the President: the now powerful
Office of Information and Regulatory Affairs. 46 In contrast, no similar mechanism was
established to administer the other two executive orders.
In light of the inadequacies of providing compensation for the negative
distributional consequences of environmental, health, and safety regulation through the tax
system, 47 the current gridlock that is plaguing Congress, 48 and the failures of efforts to
address distribution in a decentralized, agency-by-agency manner, 49 what is needed is a
fundamental rethinking of the role of the Executive Branch on distributional matters. This
Article provides a blueprint for the establishment of appropriate institutional mechanisms.
40

Exec. Order No. 12,866, 3 C.F.R. 638 (1993), reprinted in 5 U.S.C. § 601 app. at 557—61 (1994).
See Exec. Order No. 12,291, 3 C.F.R. 127 (1981), reprinted in 5 U.S.C. § 601 (1988).
42
When introduced, President Clinton’s Executive Order 12,866 was seen as a strong embrace of costbenefit analysis. See Richard H. Pildes & Cass R. Sunstein, 62 U. CHI. L. REV. 1, 128 (1995) (referring to
Executive Order 12,866 as presaging a greater shift to economic incentives). Cost-benefit analysis still
dominates regulatory decisionmaking today. See Bagley & Richard L. Revesz, Centralized Oversight of the
Regulatory State, 106 COLUM. L. REV. 1260, 1262 (2006) (noting that the basic contours of the Reagan costbenefit analysis remain in place today, in part because more recent presidents from both parties have
embraced cost-benefit review of regulations); Michael A. Livermore & Richard L. Revesz, Retaking
Rationality Two Years Later, 48 HOUS. L. REV. 1, 4 (2011) (noting that President Obama had taken several
steps to cement the bipartisan consensus around cost-benefit analyses of regulations).
43
Exec. Order No. 12,898, 59 Fed. Reg. 7629 (Feb. 16, 1994).
44
Exec. Order No. 13,132, 64 Fed. Reg. 43,255 (Aug. 4, 1999).
45
See Bagley & Revesz, supra note 42, at 1325 (calling Executive Order 12,898 “ineffective” and “not
a prominent feature of regulatory decisionmaking” because of the traditional view that cost-benefit analyses
should separate efficiency from distributive issues); Geltman et al., Beyond Baby Steps: An Empirical Study
of the Impact of Environmental Justice Executive Order 12898, 39 FAM. & COMMUNITY HEALTH 143, 148
(2016) (discussing the failure of agencies to meaningfully include Executive Order 12,898 in their analyses
in part because of a lack of environmental justice enforcement mechanisms); Nina A. Mendelson, A
Presumption Against Agency Preemption, 102 NW. U.L. REV. 695, 718–19 (2008) (summarizing the
ineffectiveness of President Clinton’s federalism executive order by noting that agency evaluations of
federalism impacts were rare, low-quality, and ended in preemption decisions without enforcement
repercussions for the agencies).
46
See John D. Graham & James W. Broughel, Stealth Regulation: Addressing Agency Evasion of OIRA
and the Administrative Procedure Act, 1 HARV. J. L. & PUB. POL’Y 30, 35 (saying the “ultimate effect of
OIRA’s emergence has been to give…the President greater authority over the federal regulatory process”).
To strengthen the use of cost-benefit analysis under Executive Order 12,866, Robert Hahn and Cass Sunstein
suggested further strengthening OIRA—before Sunstein headed the office. See Robert W. Hahn & Cass
Sunstein, A New Executive Order for Improving Federal Regulation? Deeper and Wider Cost-Benefit
Analysis, 150 U. PENN. L. REV. 1489, 1516 (2002). For an example of this enforcement mechanism in action,
see Letter from Cass Sunstein, Adm’r, OIRA, to Lisa Jackson, Adm’x, EPA (Sept. 2, 2011),
https://obamawhitehouse.archives.gov/sites/default/files/ozone_national_ambient_air_quality_standards_let
ter.pdf.
47
See infra text accompany notes 93–114.
48
See Part II.B.
49
See Part III.
41
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The discussion proceeds as follows. Part I explains the academic orthodoxy on
regulation and redistribution, generally traced to Kaplow and Shavell’s work. Part II
discusses the conceptual and political shortcomings of this view. Part III shows that the
existing efforts to deal with distributional matters of this sort have been largely ineffective.
Part IV presents a blueprint for a robust Executive Branch approach to dealing effectively
with the distributional consequences of regulation.

I
THE ORTHODOX VIEW
In 1994, Louis Kaplow and Steven Shavell wrote the first of a series of articles,
then followed by a book, arguing the income tax system could redistribute income better
than legal rules could. 50 Since then the assertion has become a tenet of law and economics
orthodoxy. 51
Kaplow and Shavell argue that the best legal rules are those that increase economic
wealth without regard for distribution. 52 Determining how to redistribute the wealth and
allocate it to each person, they explain, is a job for the income tax system, which provides
the most efficient way of redistributing wealth across a society. 53 Kaplow and Shavell
focus on legal rules in the common law context, 54 but their argument applies as well to
regulations promulgated by administrative agencies. 55 Although their theory has attracted

50

See sources cited supra note 1.
See, e.g., ROBERT COOTER & THOMAS ULEN, LAW & ECONOMICS 10–11 (5th ed. 2007); A. MITCHELL
POLINSKY, AN INTRODUCTION TO LAW AND ECONOMICS 158–61 (4th ed. 2011).
52
See Kaplow & Shavell, Why the Legal System, supra note 1, at 675 (“normative economic analysis of
legal rules should be primarily concerned with efficiency rather than the distribution of income”).
53
See id. at 667 (developing the argument that “redistribution through legal rules offers no advantage
over redistribution through the income tax system and typically is less efficient”). See also KAPLOW &
SHAVELL, supra note 1, at 34–35 (citing the “inefficiency of redistribution generally…and the additional cost
involved in adopting less efficient legal rules” as “sound reasons for much normative economic analysis of
law not to take explicit account of the distribution of income”); Kaplow & Shavell, Fairness, supra note 1,
at 994–95 (same).
54
See Kaplow & Shavell, Clarifying the Role, supra note 1, at 822 (analyzing what tort damages rule to
apply to yachting accidents); Kaplow & Shavell, Why the Legal System, supra note 1, at 669 (using damages
awarded to plaintiffs in cases involving “an activity that may cause accidents”).
55
See KAPLOW & SHAVELL, supra note 1, at 396–401; Kaplow & Shavell, Fairness, supra note 1, at
1318–22 (including “government decisionmakers” and the FDA as parties that should ascribe to welfare
economics); Kaplow & Shavell, Why the Legal System, supra note 1, at 667 n.1 (defining legal rules as “rules
other than those that define the income tax and welfare system”).
51
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some criticism, 56 it has become extremely influential and broadly accepted in the academic
literature. 57 This Part analyzes the Kaplow and Shavell approach to distribution.
A.

Common Law Rules

Kaplow and Shavell’s theory focuses on what type of instrument—legal rules or an
income tax-and-transfer system—can best help a society reach a target level of income
distribution across citizens. 58 Although their definition of legal rules includes most legally
binding rules set by lawmakers and other government officials, 59 they focus on how to set
appropriate damages in tort and contract law. 60 An “efficient legal rule,” according to
Kaplow and Shavell, is one that “minimizes the total of accident costs and prevention
costs.” 61 They explain, "when injurers pay damages equal to harm caused, all costs are
internalized, so actors are induced to take the level of care that minimizes the sum of the
cost of care and expected harm.” 62
This remedy moves the plaintiff no closer to society’s mean income level; it merely
restores her to the same position she was in before the tort. Kaplow and Shavell contrast
efficient legal rules with those designed to redistribute wealth by increasing damages that
low-income plaintiffs receive or decreasing damages that high-income plaintiffs receive. 63
The purpose of such rules would be to redistribute wealth from wealthy individuals to poor
individuals.
But a regime with efficient legal rules can be just as redistributive, according to
Kaplow and Shavell, so long as the income tax is adjusted. The tax system would then do
56

See, e.g., Lee Anne Fennell & Richard H. McAdams, The Distributive Deficit in Law and Economics,
100 MINN. L. REV. 1051,1059 (2016) (taking issue with Kaplow and Shavell’s argument that “outside of tax,
welfarists should ignore the distributive consequences of legal rules”); Richard S. Markovits, Why Kaplow
and Shavell’s Double Distortion Arguments Are Wrong, 13 GEO. MASON L. REV. 511, 524 (2005)
(summarizing criticisms of Kaplow and Shavell); Chris William Sanchirico, Exchange: Should Legal Rules
Be Used to Redistribute Wealth? Taxes Versus Legal Rules as Instruments for Equity: A More Equitable
View, 29 J. LEGAL STUD. 797, 799–800 (2000) (arguing that double distortion applies only when
redistributive legal rules are a function of parties’ incomes).
57
See infra Part I.C.
58
See Kaplow & Shavell, Clarifying the Role, supra note 1, at 821; Kaplow & Shavell, Why the Legal
System, supra note 11, at 667. Although their early articles focus on income, the authors’ later article and
book specify that they view income (or wealth) as a proxy for welfare, not as an end in itself. See KAPLOW
& SHAVELL, supra note 1, at 36–37; Kaplow & Shavell, Fairness, supra note 1, at 997. They also define
efficiency as “a concept that captures aggregate effects of policies on people’s well-being,” not merely “some
technical or accounting notion.” Thus, like maximizing wealth, maximizing efficiency is a proxy for
maximizing welfare. KAPLOW & SHAVELL, supra note 1, at 37; Kaplow & Shavell, Fairness, supra note 1,
at 997. Because the authors do not explicitly define “efficiency” in their early articles, Markovits suggests
they intend a “monetized” definition, where a rule is more efficient if “the equivalent dollar gains that a
transaction-costless switch” from one rule to another would be greater for beneficiaries than the equivalent
dollar losses the switch would impose on victims. Markovits, supra note 56, at 556–58.
59
See infra text accompanying notes 66–71.
60
See KAPLOW & SHAVELL, supra note 1, at 155–56; Kaplow & Shavell, Fairness, supra note 1, at
1102–03; Kaplow & Shavell, Why the Legal System, supra note 1, at 667 n.1.
61
Kaplow & Shavell, Clarifying the Role, supra note 1, at 822.
62
Kaplow & Shavell, Why the Legal System, supra note 1, at 678.
63
See id. at 669.
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the redistribution by awarding low-income plaintiffs the difference between the damages
they received under the efficient rule and the damages they would have received under an
inefficient, redistributive legal rule. 64 A low-income plaintiff could then be compensated
through a lower marginal rate, or through a tax credit, which is equivalent to a payment
from the government. 65
Although both systems would award a low-income plaintiff the same amount of
money, according to Kaplow and Shavell a regime that redistributes through legal rules
would be inferior to a regime redistributing through the income tax because the former
interferes more with people’s incentives to work the amount they deem optimal. 66 An
unfortunate side effect of any kind of income redistribution is that it distorts incentives to
work. If an individual earns $10 per hour, but must give away 50 cents for every dollar she
earns beyond $100 per day, her optimal labor-leisure tradeoff will be affected after her
100th dollar—the scale will be more heavily weighted toward leisure than if she kept all
her earnings. This incentive distortion holds true if the 50 cents must be paid in taxes. But
it also holds true if the 50 cents are instead paid as part of damages beyond the cost of harm
whenever she commits a tort. In other words, a redistributive legal rule requiring a wealthy
party to overcompensate a poor party creates the same leisure-labor distortion as an income
tax.
Thus, redistributive income taxes and legal rules alike may decrease the total wealth
produced by weakening work incentives, creating a first distortion. 67 Kaplow and Shavell
argue, however, that redistributive legal rules create a second distortion as well:
Anticipating adjustments to damages based on income, high-income individuals will
overspend on precautions to avoid torts, while low-income individuals will underspend. 68
This “double distortion” 69 renders redistributive legal rules inferior to redistributing
64

For a graphical depiction, see id. at 669–74. The redistributive income tax to accompany the efficient
legal rule is calculated by beginning with the original income tax rate and adding the total accident costs
under the inefficient regime and subtracting total accident costs under the efficient regime. See id. at 678.
65
Kaplow and Shavell provide an example in which individuals pay 20 percent of their income to the
extent it exceeds $10,000, and those with income under $10,000 receive transfer payments equal to 20 percent
of the difference between their income and $10,000. See id. at 670.
66
See id. at 669–74. Sanchirico, supra note 56, at 797 (referring to the concept of “double distortion”).
67
Kaplow and Shavell may incorrectly equate the way legal rules and taxes distort the incentive to work.
People tend to underestimate the chance they will be liable for harm to others. The consequences of an income
tax are more predictable: If people make more money, they can expect to pay higher taxes. By contrast, a
legal rule would require higher payments from higher earners only in the case of liability. If people
underestimate their likelihood of liability, they will underestimate the likelihood of higher payments and
therefore be less inclined to work below their optimal amount. See Christine Jolls, Behavioral Economics
Analysis of Redistributive Legal Rules, 51 VAND. L. REV. 1653, 1662 (1998). Thus, under these
circumstances, legal rules should distort work incentives less than an income tax. Kaplow and Shavell
respond by noting that although some individuals may be inclined to underestimate their chance of liability,
others may overestimate this probability because of risk aversion. They also argue that the popularity of
liability insurance further undermines the claim that people view a definite payment as more costly than the
uncertain cost of future liability. See KAPLOW & SHAVELL, supra note 1, at 34 n.38; Kaplow & Shavell,
Fairness, supra note 1, at 994 n.65.
68
See Kaplow & Shavell, Why the Legal System, supra note 1, at 669. See also Chris William Sanchirico,
Deconstructing the New Efficiency Rationale, 86 CORNELL L. REV. 1003, 1014–15 (2001).
69
See Sanchirico, supra note 56, at 797 (referring to the concept of “double distortion”).
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through the tax system. 70 The income tax is therefore the most efficient tool available for
redistribution. 71
Kaplow and Shavell briefly discuss other reasons the tax system is better suited to
redistribute wealth than legal rules are. They note that if legal rules inflict greater burdens
upon a particular party in an attempt to redistribute—say, by burdening landlords through
pro-tenant housing laws—parties can contract around the law, say, through raising the
rent. 72
They also note that legal rules are haphazard, because they redistribute wealth based
on factors other than income—for example whether someone is a landlord or a tenant. 73
70

Sanchirico notes that two distortions are not always less efficient than one. In fact, one distortion may
help correct another. See Sanchirico, supra note 68, at 1017. Kaplow and Shavell acknowledge this criticism
with an illustration: A legal rule imposes higher damages on yacht owners in tort yachting accidents and as
a result, yachting and perhaps leisure generally will seem a bit less attractive to high-income individuals. See
Kaplow & Shavell, Clarifying the Role, supra note 1, at 825. By decreasing the attractiveness of leisure time,
the rule counteracts whatever distortion a redistributive income tax has on work incentives. The second
distortion mitigates the first. Consequently, the mere possibility that redistributive legal rules create more
distortions than a redistributive income tax does not necessarily prove a redistributive income tax is
preferable. Although Kaplow and Shavell acknowledge that redistributive legal rules discouraging leisure
and encouraging work might improve an income tax system, they nonetheless claim an excise tax on yachting
or similar wealthy leisure activities would be a more efficient way to discourage high-income leisure and
redistribute to low-income individuals. See Kaplow & Shavell, Why the Legal System, supra note 1, at 681;
Kaplow & Shavell, Clarifying the Role, supra note 1, at 827.
71
Some scholars have challenged the notion that taxes are more efficient than legal rules in addressing
distributional issues. Zachary Liscow has argued that legal rules are sometimes more efficient at
redistribution than the income tax system and, in other cases, are the only means of redistribution. First,
Liscow notes it is estimated that one-third of each dollar paid in taxes is lost to waste, because the tax
discourages work and investment. Thus, Liscow reasons, even if a redistributive legal rule causes waste, if it
causes less than one-third of each dollar, it is more efficient than the tax system. See Zachary Liscow, Note,
Reducing Inequality on the Cheap: When Legal Rule Design Should Incorporate Equity as Well as Efficiency,
123 YALE L.J. 2478, 2482–83, 2505 (2014). Liscow suggests a legal rule that applies a strict liability standard
to polluters could be more efficient at redistribution than the tax system, because it would redistribute from
wealthy plant owners to poor residents while causing no distortion in behavior. See id. at 2486–87. Second,
Liscow notes that the tax system is unhelpful in measuring non-income based harms and may
undercompensate victims of harms that affect forms of welfare other than income. See id. at 2484, 2505.
In fact, an income tax may be insufficient to address monetary inequities as well. If Kaplow and Shavell
intend an income tax to apply only to earned income, then such a tax will miss a considerable amount of
wealth for redistribution. A 1975 study found that 60–80 percent of the nation’s wealth is inherited, not
earned. See Sanchirico, supra note 68, at 1041. On the other hand, if the income tax includes unearned
income, such as gifts, then it will create a double distortion itself, by distorting not only the incentive to work,
but also gift-giving and “bequesting.” See Markovits, supra note 56, at 553. Additionally, a rights-based torts
regime may be better suited to directly redistribute wealth than a cost-minimizing torts system. The former
would require consideration of the impacts on only two parties, the defendant and the plaintiff, while the
latter would require both an analysis of what damages would minimize aggregate costs, to set the tort
standard, and then a separate inquiry into the appropriate amount of redistribution through the tax system.
See Mark A. Geistfeld, Efficiency, Fairness, and the Economic Analysis of Tort Law 34–37 (N.Y.U. Law &
Econ. Research Paper Series, Working Paper No. 09-21, 2009).
72
See Kaplow & Shavell, Why the Legal System, supra note 1, at 674. For discussion of the housing
example, see Tomer Blumkin & Yoram Margalioth, On the Limits of Redistributive Taxation: Establishing
a Case for Equity-Informed Legal Rules, 25 VA. TAX REV. 1, 4 (2005).
73
Rules that redistribute based on factors other than income present a challenge for Kaplow and Shavell
because the double distortion criticism applies only to income-based legal rules. For example, in addition to
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While these bases for redistribution may often be directly correlated with wealth, legal
rules may be over or under-inclusive, for example by redistributing from the occasional
poor landlord to the occasional wealthy tenant. By contrast, a redistributive income tax can
redistribute wealth from all rich individuals to all poor individuals. 74
B.

Regulatory Policy

While Kaplow and Shavell focus on common law rules, they do not restrict their
analysis to this area. Their definition of legal rules is expansive, including any “rules other
than those that define the income tax and welfare system,” 75 and government regulation
clearly falls within this definition. Moreover, in their later work, Kaplow and Shavell
specifically refer to “government decisionmakers” and the Food and Drug Administration
(FDA) as entities that should employ “welfare economics”—a framework that incorporates
their earlier writing about redistributing through the tax system. 76 Other scholars have also
interpreted Kaplow and Shavell as arguing that government policy decisions, not just
common law rules, should focus on efficiency, rather than redistribution. 77 Government
varying in income, people may vary in ability to take precaution and avoid tort accidents, like boat collisions.
Particularly clumsy individuals are in at least one sense less well off than more dexterous boaters. The
government could choose to redistribute welfare by lowering damages for boat collisions below the efficient
amount, thereby redistributing wealth—and welfare—from dexterous boaters to clumsy boaters, because
clumsy boaters are more frequently defendants in boating accidents, and dexterous boaters are more
frequently plaintiffs. According to this argument, the ability to avoid accidents is an immutable trait, not a
choice, so the lower damages would not result in clumsy boaters or dexterous boaters taking less care, thereby
avoiding any distortion in behavior. See Blumkin & Margalioth, supra note 72, at 10–11 (summarizing the
challenge to Kaplow and Shavell over how to redistribute in the case of ability); Sanchirico, supra note 56,
at 802, 804 (referring to the immutability of ability and effects of lowering damages below efficient rate,
respectively). Kaplow and Shavell respond that deviating from an efficient rule could favor the rich,
depending on the direction of the adjustment. For example, if wealthy yachters tend to be clumsy while lowincome fishermen tend to be dexterous, a legal rule designed to redistribute based on the ability to avoid
accidents would favor wealthy yachters over poor fishermen. Because wealthy yachters would commonly be
defendants against dexterous fisher plaintiffs, a legal rule lowering damages would redistribute wealth from
the poor to the rich. See Kaplow & Shavell, Clarifying the Role, supra note 1, at 828–29. But see Sanchirico,
supra note 68, at 1034 (explaining that a redistributive legal rule should be designed to redistribute to the less
well off, so clumsy yachters should be favored by a legal rule only if the sum of all factors, including ability
to take care and income, render them less well off than the poor fishermen).
74
See Kaplow & Shavell, Why the Legal System, supra note 1, at 674–75. But see Daphna LewisohnZamir, In Defense of Redistribution Through Private Law, 91 MINN. L. REV. 326, 335–36 (2006) (noting that
taxes are also often over or under inclusive); Kyle Logue & Ronen Avraham, Redistributing Optimally: Of
Tax Rules, Legal Rules, and Insurance, 56 TAX L. REV. 157, 185–86 (2003) (arguing that the redistributive
reach of legal rules is not limited to litigation parties, as legal rules affect ex ante incentives of potential
injurers and victims).
75
See supra text accompanying note 14.
76
See KAPLOW & SHAVELL, supra note 1, at 396–401; Kaplow & Shavell, Fairness, supra note 1, at
1318–22 (explaining that government decisionmakers should make policy based on welfare economics, not
perceptions of fairness). When explaining what factors a decision-maker should weigh in welfare economics,
they note that a legal rule with unfavorable redistributive effects may be corrected by a tax and transfer
system. See KAPLOW & SHAVELL, supra, at 17; Kaplow & Shavell, Fairness, supra, at 977.
77
See Nicholas L. Georgakopoulos, Solutions to the Intractability of Distributional Concerns, 33
RUTGERS L.J. 279, 295 n.23 (2002) (responding to Kaplow and Shavell’s distortion concerns with public law
examples, like bottle laws and legalizing abortion); Cass R. Sunstein, The Value of a Statistical Life: Some
Clarifications and Puzzles, 4 J. BENEFIT-COST ANALYSIS 237, 238 (2013) (saying “[i]t is important to see
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officials with decisionmaking authority, they say, should promulgate policies and
regulations that maximize social welfare. 78 Here too, the argument goes, the best regulation
is the most efficient one—the one with the greatest net benefits. If an efficient policy or
regulation’s costs happen to rest disproportionately on an already disadvantaged group,
those burdens can be lightened when the disadvantaged members receive proportional rates
or credits through the tax system. 79
Consider an example of a government public works decision: A government official
has some funds to improve roads. One road in a poor neighborhood is run-down; repaving
the road will avoid 10 accidents per year. A second road in a wealthy neighborhood is also
run-down, more cars use it, so the funds will make a greater difference, avoiding 20
accidents per year. Assuming that a car accident costs drivers in either neighborhood
equally, Kaplow and Shavell would presumably urge the official to repair the road in the
affluent neighborhood, because it is the most efficient use of funds. Rather than improving
the welfare of the poor neighborhood by choosing to repave their road, the official can
design an income tax that redistributes income so that wealthy individuals in the affluent
neighborhood will pay higher taxes, while low-income individuals in the poor
neighborhood will receive tax credits compensating them for the loss in wealth they might
suffer from the dilapidated road. 80
Now, consider a regulatory example 81: A city must determine how stringently to
regulate pollution from a factory in a low-income neighborhood. Requiring a cutting-edge
scrubber results in a cost of $90 per scrubber and reductions of medical costs of $100 per
scrubber. By contrast, requiring the market-standard scrubber results in a cost of only $20
per scrubber and reductions of medical costs of $40 per scrubber. The more efficient
that the best response to unjustified inequality is a redistributive income tax, not regulation—which is a crude
and potentially counterproductive redistributive tool” and citing Kaplow and Shavell for the assertion).
78
See KAPLOW & SHAVELL, supra note 1, at 396–98; Kaplow & Shavell, Fairness, supra note 1, at
1318–20. Because welfare is a difficult product to measure, the authors note that wealth maximization and
efficiency can serve as proxies for maximizing welfare. See KAPLOW & SHAVELL, supra note 1, at 37;
Kaplow & Shavell, Fairness, supra note 11, at 997.
79
See Kaplow & Shavell, Why the Legal System, supra note 1, at 670 (describing a potential tax scheme
redistributing from rich to poor).
80
Kaplow and Shavell do not analyze the underlying values behind legal entitlements, however. See
David Blankfein-Tabachnick & Kevin A. Kordana, Kaplow and Shavell and the Priority of Income Taxation
and Transfer, 69 HASTINGS L.J. 1, 8 (2018). Blankfein-Tabachnick and Kordana point out that in a regime
where property rights are initially created to maximize wealth, changing the initial legal entitlement may be
more efficient than layering a redistributive tax on top of the existing system. Id. at 9 (discussing how to
maximize the welfare of the least well off with regard to a private beach and concluding that recategorizing
the beach as public might be more efficient than keeping the beach private and levying a redistributive tax).
81
This Article focuses on regulation rather than tort liability. Shavell has identified four factors that
determine when regulation or tort liability may be better suited to mitigate social harms. See Steven Shavell,
Liability for Harm Versus Regulation of Safety, 13 J. LEG. STUD. 357, 359 (1984). First, if private parties
have more information than regulating entities do, tort liability may be favored, while regulation may be
favored if the reverse is true. See id. Second, if parties may be unable to pay damages, regulation may be
more appropriate than liability. See id. at 360–61. Third, if a party is not likely to face suit (perhaps because
of the passage of a long period of time before harm manifests), regulation may be preferred. See id. at 363.
Finally, costs involved with bringing suit versus administering regulation may point toward one means of
compensating harm or the other; often this factor points toward liability, since costs are only realized if harm
actually occurs. See id at 363–64. This Article relies upon examples where regulation is appropriate.
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regulation is the second, because benefits outweigh costs by $20 instead of $10. But
choosing the second rule over the first means that the wealthy plant operator keeps more
money, while low-income neighborhood residents give up significant value in health
benefits. Again, Kaplow and Shavell would presumably favor the efficient rule and argue
wealth could be redistributed to the poor residents through the income tax system.
C.

Influence

A significant group of legal scholars and economists has found Kaplow and
Shavell’s work persuasive. 82 As Kyle Logue and Ronen Avraham have said, “[I]t is a safe
bet that a majority of legal economists hold the following view: Whatever amount of
redistribution is deemed appropriate or desirable, the exclusive policy tool for
redistributing to reduce income or wealth inequality should always be the tax-and-transfer
system.” 83 Similarly, Eric Posner has observed that the “general argument that liability
rules should not be used to redistribute wealth” has “become very common.” 84
The theory has also earned a significant place in influential textbooks. In the
bibliography to An Introduction to Law and Economics, A. Mitchell Polinsky recommends
reading Kaplow and Shavell’s Fairness Versus Welfare for a discussion of “whether legal
rules should be based on efficiency or equity,” 85 and expresses support for their perspective
asserting that “it is often impossible to redistribute income through the choice of legal rules
and…even when it is possible, redistribution through the government’s tax and transfer
system may be cheaper and is likely to be more precise.” 86 Along the same lines, Robert
Cooter and Thomas Ulen’s Law and Economics explicitly rejects a redistributive approach
to private law and seems to take a dim view of redistribution through regulation, noting
that regulators seldom show sufficient attention to underlying economics to appropriately
target individuals for redistribution. 87 The authors then single out Kaplow and Shavell’s
Fairness Versus Welfare for the view that only efficiency should matter when making and
applying law. 88

82

See Logue & Avraham, supra note 74, at 166 (saying “[t]hus with respect to dealing with income
inequality, we generally side with those who believe the lion’s share of income redistribution should be done
through the tax-and-transfer system, although there may be a relatively small, supplementary role for the
legal system in redistributing income”). See also Blankfein-Tabachnick & Kordana, supra note 80, at 7
(calling Kaplow and Shavell’s claim “one of the most prominent claims in private law and tax policy
scholarship”); Blumkin & Margalioth, supra note 72, at 2 (saying that redistribution through the tax system
is “the prevailing norm in the law and economics literature”); Sunstein, supra note 77 and accompanying
text.
83
Logue & Avraham, supra note 74, at 158.
84
See Eric A. Posner, Contract Law in the Welfare State: A Defense of the Unconscionability Doctrine,
Usury Laws, and Related Limitations on the Freedom to Contract, 24 J. LEGAL STUD. 283, 284 n.1 (1995)
(citing Kaplow and Shavell’s Why the Legal System along with other sources as arguing redistribution can
be best handled through the tax and transfer system).
85
POLINSKY supra note 51, at 181.
86
Id. at 10.
87
COOTER & ULEN, supra note 51, at 9–11.
88
See id. at 11.
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II
CHALLENGING THE ORTHODOXY
Even if the income tax system were theoretically better positioned to redistribute
income under certain conditions, it works poorly in the current political environment to
compensate for the distributional consequences of environmental, health, and safety
regulation, which are by far the most significant categories of regulatory activity. 89 First,
perhaps the most important benefit of environmental, health, and safety regulation is the
prevention of premature mortality, 90 and the income tax is not well suited to deal with
distributional consequences that are not income-based. Second, the gridlock that has
bedeviled Congress over the last few decades makes it unlikely that the income tax system
would be modified in light of the negative distributional consequences of regulatory
activity. 91

89
Agencies addressing environmental, health, and safety regulation received 82 percent of the total
regulatory budget in fiscal year 2017. See SUSAN DUDLEY & MELINDA WARREN, REGULATORY STUDIES
CTR.,
REGULATORS’
BUDGET
FROM
EISENHOWER
TO
OBAMA
3
(2016),
https://regulatorystudies.columbian.gwu.edu/sites/regulatorystudies.columbian.gwu.edu/files/downloads/
2017_Regulators_Budget_05-17-2016.pdf. These agencies have accounted for the majority of the federal
regulatory budget dating back at least to President Eisenhower. See supra, at 1. A significant amount of
regulatory activity is tied to the environment, health, and safety. For example, according to the U.S.
Government Accountability Office, the Environmental Protection Agency, Occupational Safety and Health
Administration, and the Department of Health and Human Services issued 420 of the 1267 final major rules
published in the Federal Register between January 1995 and the beginning of August 2017. This number
does not include environmental, health, and safety regulations promulgated by other agencies. See Overview,
GAO, http://www.gao.gov/legal/ congressional-review-act/overview (last visited Aug. 2, 2017).
90
The importance of preventing premature deaths to these regulations is reflected in the way agency
officials and scholars talk about the regulations. See, e.g., John D. Graham, Savings Lives Through
Administrative Law and Economics, 157 U. PA. L. REV. 395, 397 (2008) (noting that health, safety, and
environmental regulations are sometimes referred to in shorthand as “lifesaving regulation”); Dan Farber,
Tangling Life-Saving Regulations in Red Tape, THE HILL (July 5, 2017), http://thehill.com/blogs/congressblog/politics/340689-tangling-life-saving-regulations-in-red-tape (noting that slowing health, safety, and
environmental regulations with further procedure could risk lives, as in the Flint, Michigan water crisis).
Agencies cost-benefit analyses also reflect the importance of premature deaths avoided. See, e.g., EPA BCA,
supra note 6.
91
In addition to gridlock, interest groups also pose a challenge to achieving redistribution, either through
legislation or through regulation. For example, small groups with high stakes may be especially likely to
band together and lobby legislators or the executive branch while the majority of stakeholders remain
disorganized and relatively underrepresented. MANCUR OLSON, THE LOGIC OF COLLECTIVE ACTION: PUBLIC
GOODS AND THE THEORY OF GROUPS 56–65 (1965). Interest groups have put significant pressure on proposed
legislation and regulation over the years. See KENNETH GOLDSTEIN, INTEREST GROUPS, LOBBYING, AND
PARTICIPATION IN AMERICA 2–3 (2009) (detailing how both unions and business coalitions lobbied legislators
over the enactment of NAFTA); Andrew Cheon & Johannes Urpelainen, How Do Competing Interest Groups
Influence Environmental Policy? The Case of Renewable Electricity in Industrialized Democracies, 19892007, 61 POL. STUD. 874, 891 (2013) (demonstrating that heavy industry interest groups have been found to
have a negative effect on whether governments enact policies to support renewable energy, the general
public’s interest in renewables notwithstanding); Martin Gilens & Benjamin I. Page, Testing Theories of
American Politics: Elites, Interest Groups, and Average Citizens, 12 PERSP. ON POL. 564, 575 (2014) (finding
interest groups representing business interests have greater political power than the average American voter).
Thus, interest groups are likely to factor into any kind of comprehensive redistributive regime, legislative or
regulatory. This Article focuses on gridlock because unlike interest groups, gridlock is a uniquely legislative
problem that can be avoided through a regulatory approach.
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A.

Compensating Non-Monetary Harms

An income tax system that redistributes money from high-income individuals to
low-income individuals is ill suited to compensate non-monetary harms. 92 Consider, for
example, a community exposed to many years of pollution from a nearby refinery.
Community members have an increased risk of developing cancer in the future, growing
too sick to work at some point in their lives, and dying an early death. As a result, the
community members’ expected welfare will decrease relative to healthy individuals. 93 A
society may wish to redistribute welfare to these people, but an income tax is poorly
equipped to do so. To understand the mismatch between the income tax and this particular
type of redistributive challenge, it is useful to consider each of the three phases of harm
members of this hypothetical community suffer: first, latency, the period in which it is
uncertain who will develop cancer; second, morbidity, the period in which some members
of the community become severely sick with cancer; and finally, years after death, the
period following the premature death of a community member, during which the individual
would have been alive were it not for the pollutant-induced cancer.
First, members experience a latency period, during which it is uncertain who will
develop cancer, how severe the cancer will be, and when the onset will begin. Imagine that
exposed community members have a 1 in 1000 probability of dying from cancer. If the
community has 10,000 residents, 10 will ultimately die as a result of the nearby refinery’s
pollution. Perhaps epidemiologists and toxicologists could identify high-risk individuals,
but they could not predict with certainty who would ultimately die from cancer. And the
income tax system has no means of identifying even high-risk individuals. 94 These people
cannot identify themselves to the tax system through their income tax returns, because they
do not know whether they are at risk of developing cancer, and they certainly do not know
whether they will die from the disease.
Theoretically, a tax analyst could calculate the average risk of cancer associated
with living next to a polluting refinery, assign a monetary value to that risk, and compensate
individuals who have a greater probability of developing cancer through tax credits. But
the current income tax does not compensate individuals for probabilistic latent harms, and
based on the current structure of the income tax, a design of this sort is implausible. The

92
In general, redistributive tax systems, including Kaplow and Shavell’s, are premised on the notion that
the marginal utility of a dollar is greater for low-income people than high-income people. See Fennell &
McAdams, supra note 56, at 1059–60. However, for welfare disparities that are not wealth-based, the same
difference in utility does not necessarily apply. For example, someone with a greater risk of getting cancer
does not necessarily gain more marginal utility from a dollar than someone with a lower risk of getting cancer.
Thus, it is not surprising that income-based tax systems fail to respond adequately to some disparities in
welfare.
93
See Matthew D. Adler, Risk, Death and Harm: The Normative Foundations of Risk Regulations, 87
MINN. L. REV. 1293, 1429–31 (2003). Adler notes that in some cases, risk itself may be a harm if it produces
a burden of fear regardless of whether the feared event occurs. For example, if someone exposed to pollution
has a higher risk of developing cancer and therefore spends more time fearing cancer than those unexposed,
she may suffer a harm—namely fear—even if she never develops cancer. But because risk is not easily
observable for the purposes of the tax system, we do not focus on it here.
94
See id. at 1423–24; Logue & Avraham, supra note 74, at 160.
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situation requires a decisionmaker to calculate the risk of the average community member
and monetize that risk.
Tax and welfare programs do sometimes redistribute wealth in more targeted ways
than simply redistributing based on the amount of income individuals earn. For example,
the Trade Readjustment Allowance offers weekly income support payments for workers
who have lost their jobs due to foreign competition. 95 Employers who hire employees from
specific groups, like qualified veterans, ex-felons, and food stamp recipients, can take
advantage of the Work Opportunity Tax Credit. 96 Individual and corporate investors that
invest in financial intermediaries targeting development in low-income communities can
receive a New Markets Tax Credit. 97 Clearly, in some cases, the tax system can be targeted
in its redistribution. Nonetheless, the tax system seldom targets probabilistic latent harms,
and is generally not well designed to do so. 98
The tax system is ill-designed for this kind of redistribution because it generally
redistributes on an ex post basis, considering losses and gains already realized, rather than
those that might come to be. Such risk calculations have been the traditional domain of
regulatory agencies. 99 These agencies routinely calculate risk and monetize potential harms
through cost-benefit analyses when promulgating regulations. 100 Because the income tax
rarely conducts this sort of risk analysis and does not currently have the expertise to do so.

95

See Benjamin Collins, Trade Adjustment Assistance for Workers and the TAA Reauthorization Act of
2015, CONG. RES. SERV. (2016), https://fas.org/sgp/crs/misc/R44153.pdf.
96
See Work Opportunity Tax Credit Employers, U.S. DEP’T. OF LABOR (updated Jan. 18, 2017),
https://www.doleta.gov/business/incentives/opptax/wotcEmployers.cfm.
97
See New Markets Tax Credit, U.S. DEP’T OF TREASURY (accessed July 17, 2017),
https://www.cdfifund.gov/programs-training/Programs/new-markets-tax-credit/Pages/default.aspx.
98
Even if these individuals are identified, there is still no way to compensate them in kind for their loss.
Cass Sunstein has noted that monetary compensation for some kinds of loss may be inappropriate or even
offensive. See Cass Sunstein, Incommensurability and Valuation in Law, 92 MICH. L. REV. 779, 785 (1994).
A payment may seem inappropriate to someone facing a five-year loss of life, even if the payment exceeds
any earnings she would make over the period.
99
See, e.g., Conducting an Ecological Risk Assessment, EPA, https://www.epa.gov/risk/conductingecological-risk-assessment (last visited July 27, 2017) (laying out steps to ecological risk assessment); VI.
https://www.osha.gov/pls/oshaweb/
Risk
Assessments,
OSHA,
owadisp.show_document?p_table=PREAMBLES&p_id=994 (last visited July 27, 2017) (laying out steps to
OSHA risk assessment). Effective redistribution through regulation depends on correctly assigning legal
entitlements because of the divergence between two measurements: willingness to pay to avoid harm and
willingness to accept a payment for forfeiting the right to be harm-free. Mark A. Geistfeld, The Tort
Entitlement to Physical Security as the Distributive Basis for Environmental, Health, and Safety Regulations,
15 THEORETICAL INQUIRIES L. 387, 393–94 (2014). The right to be free from physical harm can be derived
from the tort system. See id. at 408–10.
100
See Helen G. Boutrous, Regulatory Review in the Obama Administration: Cost-Benefit Analysis for
Everyone, 62 ADMIN. L. REV. 243, 253–54, 260 (2010) (explaining that risk and benefit are part of costbenefit analysis and saying cost-benefit analysis is an entrenched part of regulatory review, respectively);
Don Bradford Hardin, Why Cost-Benefit Analysis? A Question (and Some Answers) About the Legal
Academy, 59 ALA. L. REV., 1148–49 (2008) (referring to the “Reagan Revolution,” which ushered in costbenefit analysis prominence in promulgating regulations).
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Even without this kind of predictive expertise, the Internal Revenue Code does
sometimes tax probabilistic gains or harms, despite its tendency to tax ex post. 101 The tax
system deals in probabilistic harms when taxing life insurance, for example. Purchasing
life insurance is a form of investment similar to purchasing a home. 102 While mortgage
payments are tax-deductible in the year payments are made, 103 insurance premiums are not,
creating a functional tax on the front end of insurance policies. 104 Without any deductions,
each insurance purchaser pays a premium proportional to her likelihood of death and the
amount of her contractual insurance payout. 105 But if the insurance assignee dies, the
Internal Revenue Service does not consider the life insurance payout as part of gross
income and therefore does not tax the payout. 106 Assuming the premiums are equal to an
assignee’s eventual payout, the government’s lack of tax deductions for premiums ex ante
is correctly offset by not taxing the payout on the back end. 107
But this ex ante tax approach is problematic. Not all insurance holders die at the
end of their policy’s term and receive a contractual payment. The tax system does not
compensate those who paid premiums without tax deductions on the front end but receive
no payout. 108 Thus, the government’s ex ante regime can lead to significant
undercompensation of individual taxpayers. The life insurance regime demonstrates that
even when the tax system endeavors to take an ex ante view, the result can be a rather blunt
instrument. Theoretically, the government could collect enough information to offer
deductions to those who do not realize the benefits of their life insurance policies, but this
is not the Code’s current approach.
It is theoretically conceivable that the IRS could increase its expertise in making
predictions about probabilistic harms to rival the expertise of agencies like the EPA. Absent
that kind of predictive expertise, the IRS could theoretically collect more information from
taxpayers, allowing it to correct an imperfect ex ante approach by adjusting taxes on the
back end once harms or benefits have actually occurred. But building up predictive
expertise or information-gathering ability would involve significant changes to the IRS,
which seem unlikely. Thus, regulatory agencies are` better equipped to address latent
probabilistic harms.

101
See Reed Shuldiner, A General Approach to the Taxation of Financial Instruments, 71 TEX. L. REV.
243, 264 n.76.
102
See Kelly J. Bozanic, An Investment to Die For: From Life Insurance to Death Bonds, the Evolution
and Legality of the Life Settlement Industry, 113 PENN. STATE L. REV. 1, 6 n.33 (2008) (comparing a life
insurance policy to a home because of its annual consumption aspect and its investment aspect; Douglas A.
Kahn & Lawrence W. Waggoner, Federal Taxation of the Assignment of Life Insurance, 1977 DUKE L.J.
941, 944–45 (1977) (describing the investment aspect of whole-life insurance).
103
See I.R.C. § 163(h) (2017).
104
See Shuldiner, supra note 101 at 264 n.76.
105
See Kahn & Waggoner, supra note 102, at 943–45.
106
See I.R.C. § 101(a)(1) (2017); Thomas J. Gallagher, Jr., A Primer on Section 101—Federal Income
Taxation of Life Insurance Proceeds, 49 TEMPLE L. Q.
107
See Shuldiner, supra note 101 at 264 n.76.
108
See id.
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The second harm experienced by the community members living close to a
polluting refinery is morbidity. Eventually, often decades after the initial exposure, 109 some
members of the community develop cancer. For some, the cancer is severe enough that
they enter a morbidity period during which they need significant medical attention and
must quit their jobs. When these individuals report their loss of income and medical
expenses on their tax returns, the income tax may give them tax credits to help them
through unemployment. The patients may also deduct from their tax payments any medical
expenses beyond a certain percentage of their incomes. 110 But even in this phase, the tax
system is not designed to address any non-monetary decreases in welfare. For example, the
community members might have pain related to the cancer separate from loss of income or
medical expenses. The income tax cannot identify this harm because it would not be
reflected in their medical bills or tax returns. The morbidity period, therefore, represents a
phase during which the income tax can correct some forms of diminished welfare
experienced by the community members, but not others.
When community members enter the third phase of harm and die from cancer, the
tax system will cease to help them altogether. Because the community members exposed
to pollution are dead, they cannot benefit from redistribution. Nonetheless, if they have
surviving families, the families could hypothetically receive the redistributed wealth to
compensate for the community members’ deaths, as happens in wrongful death suits and
civil actions on the part of the deceased. 111 But the tax system is not designed in a way to
identify the cause of someone’s death, calculate the number of years of life lost to pollution,
and redistribute income to relatives on this basis. 112

109

See U.S. ENVTL. PROTECTION AGENCY, GUIDELINES FOR CARCINOGEN RISK ASSESSMENT 2-14
(2005), https://www3.epa.gov/airtoxics/cancer_guidelines_final_3-25-05.pdf; Matthew D. Adler, Fear
Assessment: Cost-Benefit Analysis and the Pricing of Fear and Anxiety, 79 Chi.-Kent L. Rev. 977, 1021
n.129 (2004); Y. Yuan et al., Kidney Cancer Mortality: Fifty-Year Latency Patterns Related to Arsenic
Exposure, 21 Epidemiology 103 (2010).
110
See I.R.C. § 213(a) (amended 2010). The tax-and-transfer system notably provides significant
programs for reimbursing medical expenses through Medicaid and Medicare, but these programs only
compensate costs reflected in medical bills, not harms like physical pain or the harm of dying young. See
https://www.medicareinteractive.org/getWhat
Is
Medicaid?,
MEDICAREINTERACTIVE.ORG,
answers/programs-for-people-with-limited-income/medicaid-and-medicare/what-is-medicaid (last visited
Jan. 08, 2018) (describing Medicaid as a program that covers medical care); What Is Original Medicare?,
https://www.medicareinteractive.org/get-answers/how-original-medicareMEDICAREINTERACTIVE.ORG,
works/original-medicare-defined/what-is-original-medicare (last visited Jan. 08, 2018) (describing the
federal government’s paying directly for medical services received). Regulation offers more promise in
compensating harms that are not directly reflected in financial costs.
111
See Steven H. Steinglass, Wrongful Death Actions and Section 1983, 60 IND. L.J. 559, 575 (1983);
Meredith A. Wegener, Purposeful Uniformity: Wrongful Death Damages for Unmarried, Childless Adults,
51 S. TEX. L. REV. 339, 346 (2009); John Fabian Witt, From Loss of Services to Loss of Support: the Wrongful
Death Statutes, the Origins of Modern Tort Law, and the Making of the Nineteenth-Century Family, 25 L. &
SOC. INQUIRY 717, 720, (2000).
112
To the extent the dead engage with the tax system at all, it is through the estate tax, but as of 2017,
only estates worth more than $5.49 million needed to file returns. See DEP’T OF TREASURY, INTERNAL
REVENUE SERV., ESTATE TAX (last updated Oct. 2016), https://www.irs.gov/businesses/small-businessesself-employed/estate-tax; Julie Garber, What Type of Taxes Are Due After Someone Dies?, THE BALANCE
(Mar. 6, 2017), https://www.thebalance.com/what-types-of-taxes-are-due-after-someone-dies-3505057.
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This refinery example deals with carcinogens found in the environment. But
carcinogens might also be found in the workplace: for example, in the worksites of
construction workers. 113 Again, the tax system is poorly adapted to assessing the potential
injury that accompanies a particular occupation, monetizing the risk, and distributing it to
the workers accordingly. The tax system can compensate unemployed workers during their
morbidity period when they cannot perform their jobs and pay medical bills while they are
ill, but after death, the tax system has no mechanism of compensating the deceased or their
survivors.
The same pattern arises in a consumer product context involving carcinogens. For
example, the FDA might approve a cosmetic product with a potential long-term
carcinogenic risk. 114 During the latency period, the tax system is poorly equipped to
identify everyone who uses a particular cosmetic product and calculate and monetize risk.
During the morbidity period, the tax system can compensate victims for loss of work or
medical expenses. But after death, the tax system will be unable to identify victims of
premature death for compensation.
Even for situations in which the majority of the obvious harm is financial, the tax
system may be inadequate. Consider, for example, coal miners who lose their jobs after a
mine closes. Their lost income can be detected and compensated through the tax system.
But they may suffer other, non-financial welfare loss associated with unemployment,
including loss of a personal sense of usefulness or dignity, loss of a sense of purpose, and
loss of coworker companionship. 115 Arthur C. Brooks, President of the American
Enterprise Institue, calls the lack of purpose following unemployment the “dignity
deficit.” 116 The income tax-and-transfer system does not provide a means of compensating
the dignity deficit or any similar loss of welfare from unemployment. A regulatory regime,
meanwhile, could take a more holistic view of welfare and take such losses into account.
These examples illustrate a broader theme: The income tax system is likely to
flounder in attempts to identify individuals suffering a non-income-based harm, especially
if it is a probabilistic latent one. The income tax system’s limitations laid out above apply
to environmental, health, and safety regulations. In any of these cases, the tax system is
poorly suited to identify individuals during their latency period or after their premature
deaths. In short, the tax system is ill equipped to identify victims suffering non-monetary
harms and to compensate them accordingly. And, if the tax system cannot do this
distributional work well, the focus should turn back to the regulatory process itself.
113

See Eileen Wang et al., Mortality Among North Carolina Construction Workers, 1988–1994, 14
APPLIED OCCUPATIONAL & ENVTL. HYGIENE 45, 45 (1999).
114
See Cosmetics, AM. CANCER SOC. (last updated May 28, 2014), https://www.cancer.org/cancer/
cancer-causes/cosmetics.html.
115
See JON ELSTER, MAKING SENSE OF MARX 521 (1985); ANDREA VELTMAN, MEANINGFUL WORK 2
(2016). Even controlling for other factors, personal unemployment and the general rate of unemployment are
both correlated with personal unhappiness. See Rafael Di Tella et al., Preferences Over Inflation and
Unemployment, 91 AM. ECON. REV. 335, 336 (2001).
116
See Arthur C. Brooks, The Dignity Deficit: Reclaiming Americans’ Sense of Purpose, AM. ENTER.
INST. (Feb. 13, 2017), http://www.aei.org/publication/the-dignity-deficit-reclaiming-americans-sense-ofpurpose/.
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B.

Gridlock in Congress

The Constitution bestows the power to tax upon Congress. 117 It is well established
that any federal tax reform must pass through Congress to be enacted. 118 Even if the
optimal income tax were well equipped to address non-monetary harms through
redistribution, it is unlikely that modern Congress would be able to put such a tax into
effect.
At the end of 2017, Congress passed a bill overhauling the tax system. 119 The
Republican-championed tax bill passed without any Democratic support, 120 demonstrating
that significant legislation can be realized even in an atmosphere with significant party
polarization. Nonetheless, gridlock in today’s Congress is relevant to the evaluation of
Kaplow and Shavell’s prescription to address distribution through the tax system because
they do not advocate for a static tax system—one that does not get adjusted in response to
the distributional consequences of subsequent regulatory measures. 121 Such a scheme
would face considerable challenges. Congress would need to determine the optimal
distribution, not only in light of the legal rules existing at a particular time, but also the
legal rules likely to be adopted in the future.
Instead of endorsing a static approach of this sort, Kaplow and Shavell have in mind
an income tax that is more fluid, adjusting to correct for undesirable distributive effects of
legal rules as they arise. In their first article, they explain how to adjust an income tax to
redistribute in light of an efficient legal rule. Their equation for the “new income tax”
incorporates the total accident costs of the proposed inefficient, redistributive legal rule. 122
Under their approach, to adjust the income tax accurately, one must first have a specific
inefficient legal rule in mind and understand what redistributive effects it would have.
Thus, Kaplow and Shavell’s income tax is one that responds to legal rules, rather than
anticipating the redistributive consequences of any potential future legal rule.
Similarly, in their explanation of welfare economics, Kaplow and Shavell suggest
the income tax could—and should—respond to legal rules with distributive consequences
that run counter to society’s redistributive goals. They say that an analyst should choose a
legal rule with undesirable distributive consequences “only if the adverse effect on
distribution were modest relative to its other benefits, or if there were some other way
(notably, through income taxes and transfer programs) to compensate the poor.” 123 Kaplow
117

See U.S. CONST. art. I, § 8, cl. 1.
See supra note 5.
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See Naomi Jagoda, Trump Signs Tax Bill into Law, THE HILL (Dec. 22, 2017, 11:03 A.M.),
http://thehill.com/homenews/administration/366148-trump-signs-tax-bill-into-law.
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See Sarah Almukhtar et al., How Each House Member Voted on the Tax Bill, N.Y. TIMES,
https://www.nytimes.com/interactive/2017/12/19/us/politics/tax-bill-house-live-vote.html (last visited Jan.
08, 2018); Jasmine C. Lee, How Every Senator Voted on the Tax Bill, N.Y. TIMES,
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08, 2018).
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See infra notes 122–123 and accompanying text.
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See Kaplow & Shavell, Why the Legal System, supra note 1, at 678.
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See KAPLOW & SHAVELL, supra note 1, at 17; Kaplow & Shavell, Fairness, supra note 1, at 979.
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and Shavell’s optimal income tax would not be a “one and done” endeavor. Thus, their tax
system would have to be sculpted and repeatedly refined by Congress; it would require not
just one tax bill of the sort passed at the end of 2017, but a stream of such bills. Continual
redistributive tax reforms of this sort are not a realistic possibility because of the current
gridlock in Congress—a phenomenon that has attracted considerable scholarly attention. 124
Congressional gridlock has trended upward since the mid-twentieth century. 125
Recent Congresses have been some of the most deadlocked in modern history; the 106th
Congress (1999-2000) and the 112th Congress (2011-2012) have been called the least
productive Congresses between 1947 and 2012, with the 112th Congress failing to pass 71
percent of the most salient legislative items on its agenda. 126 The five least productive
Senates in the past 60 years—in terms of the ratio of bills passed to bills introduced—have
all served since 2001, with the three least productive since 2007. 127
Congressional gridlock is enough of a popular concern to fill newspaper articles
and editorials aimed at the lay public. The Week ran an opinion piece predicting the 115th
Congress (2017-2019) would be the least productive in 164 years, despite the passage of
the tax legislation. 128 Though in the current Congress roughly 40 bills were signed into law
by June 2017, The Washington Post wrote that 60 percent of the bills were only one page
long—more typical of ceremonial bills renaming courthouses than bills introducing
comprehensive policy changes. 129 Using length as a proxy for significance, the article
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See generally SARAH BINDER, CTR. FOR EFFECTIVE PUB. MGMT. BROOKINGS INST., POLARIZED WE
GOVERN? (2014) (analyzing which Congresses have been the most gridlocked since the mid-twentieth
century); CHRISTOPHER KLYZA & DAVID A. SOUSA, AMERICAN ENVIRONMENTAL POLICY: BEYOND
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reported this Congress has passed fewer significant bills during its first six months than
most Congresses since 1993. 130
Even congressional leaders bemoan the worsening gridlock. After Senator John
McCain returned to the Senate following surgery and a diagnosis of brain cancer in the
summer of 2017, he gave a speech to the Senate chastising his colleagues for “not getting
anything done” 131 and speaking reminiscently of the Senate’s more productive past,
repeatedly urging Congress to “return to regular order.” 132 The New York Times ran an
entire article in January 2018 quoting legislators of both Congressional houses expressing
frustration with Congress’ lack of productivity. 133 To give only a couple of examples:
Senator Ben Sasse, Republican of Nebraska, called Congress “weaker than it has been in
decades,” and Senator Angus King, independent of Maine, said, “The Senate has literally
forgotten how to function.” 134 During a month when the government briefly shut down
because of disagreement over immigration policy, 135 Congress’ incompetence seemed to
be one area of bipartisan agreement.
The current level of congressional gridlock is generally associated with a number
of distinct political and social phenomena. 136 First, between 1955 and 1990, divided
government occurred two thirds of the time, up from 14 percent of the time between 1897
and 1954, 137 and between 1990 and 2016, the same party has controlled the House, Senate,
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and Presidency for only three full congressional terms. 138 Recent studies suggest that
divided government does in fact increase gridlock under certain conditions. 139
Second, Congressional members are more polarized than they were in the midtwentieth century: the average Republican’s and Democrat’s political ideologies are further
apart, and there is less overlap between the two parties. 140 When there are fewer moderates
in Congress, gridlock tends to increase because it is less likely parties will reach a deal that
each party prefers to no deal at all. 141
Third, Congressional districts are becoming less competitive, 142 in part because of
gerrymandering, 143 thereby increasing polarization because congressional representatives
become more concerned about primary challengers than challengers from the opposing
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party and therefore move toward ideological poles. 144 When members of Congres.
Bipartisan solutions then become less likely, 145 leading to gridlock of neither party has full
control of the government.
Fourth, people have significantly more options for where to get their news than they
did forty years ago, when more than 70 percent of Americans watched three television
networks with a middle-of-the-road “point-counter-point” perspective. 146 Today, a bounty
of cable news channels and online news sources cater to the political leanings of their
audiences, encouraging polarization among voters. 147 Research suggests when media are
more partisan, gridlock increases. In a politicized media landscape, the minority party can
propose self-serving policy or block socially beneficial policy, counting on cover from
partisan news outlets. 148
Fifth, As a result of recent court decisions removing most restraints on political
spending, there has been a sharp influx of outside cash into politics. 149 This phenomenon
raises the stakes for politicians concerned about displeasing donors or other well-financed
spending groups. For certain salient issues, if a politician pleases a political spending
group, she stands to gain virtually unlimited support in political dollars; if she challenges
a group, she runs the risk of political attacks financed by a bottomless purse. 150 This lack
of flexibility on the part of politicians may block compromise, leading to gridlock, 151
unless a single party has unified government control with a strong majority whose donors
favor similar policies.
An analysis of the contribution of each of these factors to gridlock is beyond the
scope of this Article, largely because the phenomenon, rather than its causes, is what
matters for the determination that the income tax system is not a plausible vehicle for
144
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effecting the type of redistribution that Kaplow and Shavell have in mind. In contrast, as
discussed in Part IV, targeting the issue through the regulatory process is now far more
likely to be successful.
III
INEFFECTIVE APPROACHES TO ADDRESSING DISTRIBUTIONAL CONCERNS
As noted above, even though environmental justice advocates and coal miners seem
like strange bedfellows at first glance, both groups have tried to derail programs to control
greenhouse gases through flexible regulatory tools because of concerns about the
disproportionate negative impacts that would accrue to their respective communities. 152
Over the last half century, the concerns of these two groups have been addressed in
disparate ways: the former, through environmental justice measures and the latter, through
programs designed to bring economic assistance to communities that lose a large
proportion of their jobs as a result of regulatory measures. Neither approach has been
successful.
Section A explores three important efforts designed to prevent disproportionate
environmental harms. Title VI of the Civil Rights Act provides remedies for minority
communities that have been disproportionately harmed by government action. 153
Executive Order 12,898, the Clinton Administration’s most significant environmental
justice measure, requires that administrative agencies consider and avoid harms to
especially vulnerable communities prior to issuing new regulations. 154 Executive Order
13,563, promulgated by President Obama, seeks to increase the attention to distributional
concerns in the regulatory impact analyses accompanying federal regulations. 155
Unfortunately, these efforts to ameliorate adverse distributional consequences of
government action have been largely unsuccessful.
Section B outlines existing efforts to compensate communities that lose a
significant proportion of their jobs as a result of environmental regulations. The focus here
has been on the Clean Air Act’s impact on coal mining jobs. Neither legislative efforts
undertaken in connection with the Clean Air Amendments of 1990 nor administrative
programs developed during the Obama Administration have made a lasting difference.
A.

Environmental Justice Measures

The environmental justice movement has primarily focused its attention on the
siting and permitting of environmentally hazardous facilities, maintaining that such
facilities disproportionately affect minority and poor communities. 156 It has also directed
152
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its attacks against the regulatory measures and enforcement practices that inadequately
protect disadvantaged communities. 157 Over the last 25 years, environmental justice
concerns have resulted in the adoption of a number of measures designed to address the
resulting unfairness, but the results have been limited.
1.

Title VI

Title VI of the Civil Rights Act provides some statutory safeguards against racial
discrimination with respect to projects that receive federal financial assistance. In
particular, Section 602 directs federal agencies to issue regulations prohibiting recipients
of their funding from engaging in discrimination. 158 In 1973, the EPA, which has made the
most significant efforts to implement this provision, 159 issued regulations that go beyond
the statute’s prohibition on intentional discrimination to also disallow actions that have a
discriminatory impact. 160 The EPA bars federal funding recipients from, among other
things, making siting decisions or administering their programs in ways that have a
discriminatory effect. 161 In 2001, the Supreme Court decided that individuals have no
private right of action to enforce such disparate impact regulations under Title VI. 162
Therefore, the sole practical avenue for environmental justice plaintiffs seeking relief under
Title VI is to file an administrative complaint with the EPA. 163
Title VI complaints filed with the EPA typically allege discriminatory impacts from
permitting, siting and zoning decisions concerning sources of pollution such as refineries,
landfills, and waste processing facilities. 164 The funding recipients accused of
discrimination commonly include state and local agencies responsible for environmental
157
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protection, air quality, public health, and regulation of toxic substances. 165 If the EPA finds
that a funding recipient has violated the regulations, it may deny or terminate the
funding. 166
For environmental justice advocates, the EPA’s Title VI regulations held the
promise of directing federal attention to problems to which local governments are
unresponsive, providing incentives for EPA funding recipients nationwide to be more
attentive to civil rights issues, and directing more of the EPA’s scientific resources to the
study of local environmental harms and concerns. 167
However, Title VI complaints to EPA have led to very little success. Even though
the EPA promulgated its Title VI regulations in 1973, it did not begin enforcing them
against recipients until the mid-1990s out of concern that terminating funding to state and
local agencies would undermine their ability to support the EPA in reducing pollution. 168
Between 1993 and 2014, the EPA received 265 Title VI complaints. The agency
rejected 61 percent of these complaints without an investigation, and rejected a further 20
percent after an investigation. Fewer than 5 percent of cases were resolved, primarily
through agreements and settlements. 169 Even when complaints were resolved, it was almost
never through a formal finding against the recipient of EPA funds: as of June 2016, EPA
had made only one preliminary finding of discrimination, and had never made a final
finding of noncompliance that would trigger the suspension of funds to a recipient. 170
EPA has also struggled to process Title VI complaints in a timely fashion, often
failing to comply with the timelines set out in the agency’s regulations. 171 For example,
165
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EPA regulations indicate that the agency will decide whether to accept a complaint for
investigation within twenty days of receiving it, 172 but according to one analysis, between
1996 and 2013 the EPA took an average of 350 days to decide whether to accept a
complaint. 173
Environmental justice advocates have criticized the EPA’s enforcement of its Title
VI regulations as ineffectual. 174 Government 175 and government-commissioned 176 reports
have been similarly critical. In 2016, the U.S. Commission on Civil Rights criticized the
EPA’s “inability to timely process or resolve Title VI complaints” and its “timid (if not
entirely lacking) enforcement.” 177 Despite the agency’s repeated efforts to empower and
improve its Title VI enforcement program, including the recent adoption of structural
changes to the program under the Obama Administration, 178 the program has continued to
disappoint environmental justice advocates. Some have gone as far as to state that, “no
legal tool has inspired such high hopes – and such deep disappointment – as Title VI of the
Civil Rights Act of 1964.” 179
There are a number of barriers to effective implementation of Title VI protections,
including a limited role for complainants in the administrative complaint process and
limited affirmative obligations for funding recipients to review or disclose environmental
justice issues. For the purpose of this discussion, however, the most relevant shortcomings
are the limited jurisdiction Title VI provides and the blunt remedies available to the EPA.
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The EPA’s Title VI regulations cover only a subset of potential environmental
justice complaints. Namely, because the regulations prohibit discrimination based on race,
color, national origin, and in some cases sex, they offer no direct remedy to potential
complainants alleging discrimination based on other classifications, such as wealth or
income. 180
Moreover, the EPA is authorized to enforce these regulations only against
recipients of its financial assistance. Therefore, Title VI generally offers no relief for
environmental justice complainants concerned about discrimination by entities that do not
receive EPA funds. 181 One analysis found that of the 256 civil rights complaints filed with
the agency between 1996 and 2013, the EPA dismissed 95 because the entity in question
did not receive EPA funding. 182
In practice, even entities that receive permits from EPA funding recipients may lie
outside the reach of EPA’s Title VI enforcement. Agency guidance provides that its
investigation of Title VI complaints “primarily concerns the actions of recipients rather
than permittees.” 183 This restriction is significant, because much of EPA’s regulatory
authority is exercised through the permitting process. 184
Even when the EPA has jurisdiction over an entity, the remedies available are ill
suited to advance the goals of environmental justice. The main remedy available under
Title VI and EPA’s implementing regulations is the termination of financial assistance to
the funding recipient, or to the specific program or activity in question. 185 This remedy is
often inadequate to resolve complainants’ concerns.
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and the Los Alamos National Laboratory), city development agencies, state correctional facilities, local
housing authorities, hospitals, city governments, and school boards. See Qiu & Buford, supra note 164.
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Draft Title VI Guidance for EPA Assistance Recipients Administering Environmental Permitting
Programs (Draft Recipient Guidance) and Draft Revised Guidance for Investigating Title VI Administrative
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27, 2000) (hereinafter Draft Revised Investigation Guidance).
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See generally Richard J. Lazarus & Stephanie Tai, Integrating Environmental Justice into EPA
Permitting Authority, 26 ECOLOGY L. Q. 617 (1999) (discussing the importance of permitting authority as
part of EPA’s regulatory capacity).
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40 C.F.R. § 7.130 (2015). In addition to cutting off funding, EPA is also authorized to “use any other
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40 C.F.R. § 7.130(a) (2015).
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Most importantly, it is a poorly tailored remedy for addressing cumulative risks and
harms. As the EPA has noted in guidance documents, it is rare for “the permit that triggered
the complaint [to be] the sole reason a discriminatory effect exists,” so withdrawing funds
for the particular permit in question “will not necessarily be an appropriate solution” for
complainants’ concerns. 186
Also, where a complaint alleges environmental harms that have already occurred
or challenges a permit for a facility that has already been constructed, the funding
termination remedy may not provide much relief to complainants. 187 Neither the statute
nor the regulations appear to allow for retroactive relief in the form of money damages. 188
Moreover, the EPA is authorized to take remedial action only after a lengthy process,
including an investigation and opportunities for the recipient to rebut the EPA’s findings
and request a hearing. 189 Therefore, the agency’s final decision to terminate funds may
come too late to affect the particular action challenged in the complaint. 190
The funds termination remedy also carries significant downsides for the EPA. The
agency relies on state and local funding recipients, such as state environmental agencies,
to help implement most major environmental laws, 191 and aggressive use of Title VI
remedies can imperil this relationship. 192 Since 1996, the EPA has investigated Title VI
complaints against state agencies responsible for issuing permits under the Clean Air Act,
setting water quality standards under the Clean Water Act, and assisting in the cleanup of
contaminated sites under the EPA’s Superfund program. 193 Some complaints specifically
allege discrimination in a local agency’s implementation of a federal program, for example
during issuance of a permit for emissions of a hazardous air pollutant under the Clean Air
186

Draft Revised Investigation Guidance at 39,653.
See 40 C.F.R. § 7.130 (2015); 42 U.S.C. §2000d-1 (2012). At least one commentator has suggested
that EPA’s regulatory authority to use “other means authorized by law” to ensure compliance by recipients
can be used flexibly to impose remedies other than funding termination. LoPresti, supra note 167, at 787–
89.
188
See 40 C.F.R. § 7.130 (2015); 42 U.S.C. §2000d-1 (2012).
189
See 40 C.F.R. §§ 7.115–7.120 (2015).
190
Complainants have proposed that EPA overcome this timing issue by using its authority to “use any
other means authorized by law to get compliance” to impose creative and more aggressive remedies. See 40
C.F.R. § 7.130(a) (2015). One complainant, for example, proposed that EPA condition future financial
assistance to the recipient on the revocation of the already-issued permit at the heart of the complaint. See
Letter from Maria M. Laverde, S. N.M. Legal Services, to Michael Mattheisen, EPA Office of Civil Rights
(July 23, 2002) (requesting that EPA “immediately suspend all financial and other assistance” to the New
Mexico Env’t Dep’t unless and until the Dep’t revoke a landfill permit).
191
Hubert H. Humphrey & LeRoy C. Paddock, The Federal and State Roles in Environmental
Enforcement: A Proposal for A More Effective and More Efficient Relationship, 14 HARV. ENVTL. L. REV.
7, 13 (1990).
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Id. at 39 (“Federal intervention introduces uncertainty into state enforcement programs, results in
duplicative enforcement efforts, drains the limited enforcement resources available to both the state and
federal governments, often disrupts the working relationship between states and EPA, and conflicts with the
historical role of states in dealing with local environmental enforcement problems”).
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Data from the Envtl. Protection Agency, compiled by the Ctr. For Pub. Integrity (Aug. 3, 2015),
available at https://www.publicintegrity.org/2015/08/03/17726/decades-inaction. These entities include
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Act, or in the permitting hearings for a hazardous waste storage facility under the Resource
Conservation and Recovery Act. 194 While the EPA could hypothetically enforce by
terminating funding in such instances, doing so may very well undermine implementation
of major environmental laws by state and local governments.
Moreover, robust use of the funding termination remedy risks dragging the EPA
into broader political tensions with local governments and other stakeholders. For example,
when the agency investigated a complaint concerning a proposed steel plant in Michigan
in 1998, groups including the U.S. Conference of Mayors and the U.S. Chamber of
Commerce criticized the EPA for allegedly impairing economic development, intruding
into state and local decisionmaking, and functioning as a “national zoning board.” 195
For these reasons, the EPA may be reluctant to terminate funds to recipients. 196 For
the first twenty years after the EPA adopted its Title VI regulations in 1973, the agency did
not enforce these regulations, in part out of concern for hurting its relationships with local
agencies and hampering their role in reducing pollution. 197 The EPA began to enforce the
regulations during the Clinton Administration by investigating complaints against local
permitting schemes and siting decisions. 198 Nevertheless, to date, the EPA has never
terminated funds to any recipient or program for a Title VI violation. 199
Turning specifically to this Article’s focus on marketable permit systems,
experience with Title VI protections suggests that they are ill suited to address the problem
of discriminatory outcomes of permit trading. One commentator notes that because EPA
regulations require the alleged discrimination to have occurred within 180 days of the
petition being filed, there is difficulty in assessing the disparate impact of such trading
permits over time. 200 In this connection, a 2012 complaint filed with the EPA alleged that
California Air Resources Board, as a recipient of federal financial assistance from EPA,
was in violation of EPA’s Title VI implementing regulations by approving the California
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Title VI of The Civil Rights Act, 25 ENVTL. L. 285, 314 (1995) (“From EPA's perspective, an irreconcilable
conflict existed between its task and the demands of Title VI, because the agency could discipline
discriminatory recipients of funding only by terminating their grants and deferring the existing pollution
problem.”); Colopy, supra note 165, at 183 (noting that as of 1983, “EPA had taken no measures to enforce
Title VI, and agency staff preferred maintaining good relations with funding recipients over enforcing
antidiscrimination laws”).
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Fisher, supra note 197, at 315.
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U.S. COMM'N ON CIVIL RIGHTS, supra note 170, at 4.
200
Id. at 106 (Chinn notes that, “What could be deemed a disparate impact within the 180 day
investigatory window, might not be disparate after another 180 days of trading”).
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Cap and Trade program. 201 Petitioners requested that EPA condition federal funding on the
use of “less discriminatory alternatives . . . such as direct regulations.” 202 The agency
ultimately dismissed the claims on the grounds that they were not yet ripe. 203 And the
EPA’s reluctance to terminate the funding of state agencies applies with equal force in this
context.
As it currently stands, the EPA lacks the authority and tools to adequately address
environmental justice claims. The EPA’s limited authority to enforce Title VI regulations
against funding recipients leaves them ill equipped to address environmental justice claims
against permittees. Furthermore, the EPA is not inclined to enforce against funding
recipients, because doing so puts their partnerships with valuable stakeholders, like states
and local governments, at risk.
2.

Executive Orders on Environmental Justice and Distribution

Responding to criticism from environmental justice activists and organizations
regarding the inequitable distribution of environmental hazards, in 1994 President Clinton
signed Executive Order 12,898. 204 The order instructs federal agencies to identify and
address disproportionately high and adverse human health or environmental impacts on
minority and low-income communities in the process of rulemaking and permitting as an
ex ante supplement to ex post Title VI protections. 205 To this end, the order requires the
establishment of an interagency working group tasked with developing an environmental
justice strategy across federal agencies, collecting and analyzing relevant data for
rulemaking, and soliciting comments from minority and low-income communities in the
rulemaking process. 206 The implementation of the order relies primarily on presidential
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See David Konisky Federal Environmental Justice Policy, in FAILED PROMISES: EVALUATING THE
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59 Fed. Reg. 32 (Feb. 16, 1994).
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control and oversight of executive agencies. 207 The political commitment to the goals of
the Executive Order has varied across the different presidencies. 208
Commentators criticized the Order’s initial implementation during the Clinton
presidency because distributional effects of environmental regulations were insufficiently
incorporated into the EPA permitting practices. 209 The Environmental Appeals Board
(EAB), which reviews the EPA’s administrative enforcement decisions and appeals from
permit decisions, 210 stated that EPA permitting officials should “exercise [their] discretion
to implement the Executive Order to the greatest extent practicable.” 211 However, this
pronouncement was undercut by the degree of deference that EAB continued to give to
permit officials’ decisions. 212 Analysis of EPA practice during the Clinton Administration
shows that relief was denied by the EAB in all ten cases in which the Executive Order was
invoked. 213
Denial of environmental justice claims by the EAB during the Clinton
administration took two forms. In some cases, the EAB denied environmental justice
claims by pointing to the requirements of the relevant statutory provision and indicating
there was no discretion for the EPA to address such concerns. 214 As long as the applicant
met the statute’s permitting requirements, the EAB could not push the agency to exercise
discretion to deny the claim. In other cases, the EAB denied claims that challenged the
strength of the EPA’s empirical support for concluding there would be no disproportionate
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The executive order requires an initial report on implementation strategy from the interagency
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burdens placed on protected communities, failing to push the agency to collect better
data. 215
Problems with the Executive Order’s implementation continued through the Bush
presidency. The EPA’s Inspector General issued a report in 2004 criticizing the agency’s
ineffective and inconsistent implementation of the Executive Order, attributable in part to
the Bush Administration and in part to more general failures by the EPA across the Bush
and Clinton Administrations. 216 The report pointed to a lack of environmental justice
definitions, criteria, and standards to guide agency decisionmaking as undermining the
objectives of the executive order. 217 The Inspector General indicated that there was a
failure to identify relevant environmental justice communities or define
disproportionality. 218
As evidence of the failure to identify relevant environmental justice communities,
the report directed attention to then-EPA Administrator Christine Todd Whitman’s
memorandum that defined environmental justice as “fair treatment of people of all races,
cultures, and incomes with respect to the development, implementation, and enforcement
of environmental laws and policies.” 219 The memorandum’s definition of environmental
justice shifted focus away from low-income and minority communities, which were the
Executive Order’s focus. 220 Even when regional offices idendified negative impacts on
low-income and minority, no standards were provided to consistently measure
disproportionality in the distribution of environmental hazards. The lack of standards left
regional offices without useful guidance on how to take these concerns more seriously, and
as a result they undertook implementation of the Executive Order in different ways. 221
215

Petitioners challenged the decision not to produce a quantitative risk assessment in arriving at the
conclusion that the location would not disproportionately impose burdens on Native American populations
in northern Oklahoma. The EAB held that, “neither the Executive Order nor EPA's strategy [to implement
the Executive Order] specifically requires that quantitative risk assessment, as opposed to other means, be
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216
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Although the White House Council on Environmental Quality prepared guidelines during
the Clinton Administration, 222 the EPA did not, in turn, prepare guidance for its regional
offices on how to make these assessments. 223 The Inspector General report indicated that
without clear national requirements and a baseline for regional offices to refer to, some
regions insufficiently addressed disproportionate impact on low-income and minority
communities. 224 The report also leveled criticism at the lack of personnel committed to
environmental justice and inadequate oversight as further frustrating the underlying lack
of commitment to vulnerable low-income and minority communities. 225 Ultimately, the
EPA rejected most of the Inspector General’s recommendations. 226 The EPA under
President Bush failed to provide meaningful criteria by which environmental justice could
be defined, measured, and implemented, and progress integrating environmental justice in
EPA regulations came to a halt. 227
During the Obama Administration, the pendulum began to swing back in the
direction of progress toward more fully addressing environmental justice concerns. The
EPA adopted Plan EJ 2014 to more seriously weave the Executive Order and
environmental justice into the fabric of EPA decisionmaking. 228 In particular, the Plan
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disproportional impact.”).
225
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sought to better incorporate environmental justice concerns into EPA permitting
decisions 229 and to more seriously include them in rulemaking. 230
Plan EJ 2014 gave environmental justice a bigger role in permitting decisions, and
led to some effort to more seriously hold EPA regional offices accountable for faithful
application of the Executive Order’s requirements. 231 During the Obama Administration,
the EAB rejected two permits issued by the regional EPA office for Alaska because of
inadequate compliance with the requirements of the Executive Order. 232
With respect to rulemaking, guidance issued as part of Plan EJ 2014 sheds light on
how agencies should try to consider environmental justice and distributional concerns. 233
The guidance stated that new rules require an analysis of disproportionate and adverse
impacts on minority, low income, and indigenous populations. 234 This analysis includes
identifying new disparate impacts, exacerbation of existing disparate impacts, and
identifying opportunities to address existing disparate impacts. 235 Moreover, the guidance
requires that EPA provide meaningful opportunity for minority, low-income, and
indigenous populations to participate in rulemaking.
There were at least a few cases in which Plan EJ 2014 led the EPA to explicitly
consider the distributional effects of some regulations. Two examples include a newly
published definition of solid waste and regulations on particulate matter. 236 In 2009, the
Sierra Club submitted an administrative complaint requesting that the EPA revoke 2008
Definition of Solid Waste Rule arguing in part that the EPA failed to properly support its
229
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averaging, which allowed for concentrated hazards to be offset by averaging over a wider zone).
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conclusion that the rule would not impose disproportionate impacts to minority or lowincome communities. 237 In response to the complaint, the EPA produced an in-depth
analysis of the disproportionate effects of the 2008 rule. 238 After the EPA’s analysis finding
some disproportionate costs imposed on minority and low-income communities, the
agency revised the rule to mitigate disproportionate effects. 239
Most significantly, the EPA restricted the use of spatial averaging for particulate
matter, a practice that had been criticized since its initial implementation. 240 Spatial
averaging allows areas to meet compliance with ambient air quality standards by
aggregating and averaging findings from multiple monitoring sites within a region. 241 EPA
requirements could be met under this scheme even when some communities within a region
were subject to greater exposure than allowed by the ambient air quality standards. 242 Thus,
restriction of spatial averaging removed an important contributing factor to inequitable
distribution of environmental hazards.
Despite these positive developments, environmental justice concerns appear not to
be fully integrated into the EPA’s decisionmaking. Some observers criticized Plan EJ 2014
as inadequate, arguing that the steps taken towards promoting environmental justice goals
are either too small or have been inadequately institutionalized. 243 Indeed, of the nearly
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4000 rules the EPA promulgated during the Obama Administration, 244 the agency referred
to only seven as ones taking environmental justice concerns into account. 245
Additionally, President Obama issued Executive Order 13,563 to include values
like “equity, human dignity, fairness and distributive impacts” 246 alongside cost benefit
analysis in regulatory review. 247 The approach of Executive Order 13,563 to the qualitative
description of costs and benefits built on that of Executive Order 12,866, 248 but with slight
variations. Executive Order 12,866 had allowed agencies to consider “qualitative measures
of costs and benefits that are difficult to quantify” and directed agencies that “in choosing
among alternative regulatory approaches, agencies should select those approaches that
maximize net benefits (including potential economic, environmental, public health and
safety, and other advantages; distributive impacts; and equity), unless a statute requires
another regulatory approach.” 249 Executive Order 13,563 reinforced this approach, but
added two new concepts for consideration: human dignity and fairness. It stated that
“[w]here appropriate and permitted by law,” agencies “may consider (and discuss
qualitatively) values that are difficult or impossible to quantify, including equity, human
dignity, fairness, and distributive impacts.” 250
For the most part, agencies did not change their behavior in response to this
Executive Order. 251 Agencies still attempted to monetize the costs and benefits of
regulations, and agencies rarely promulgated regulations where the monetized costs
outweighed the regulation’s monetized benefits. The Regulatory Impact Analyses
244
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conducted by agencies after EO 13,563 was issued demonstrate that for the most part,
agencies’ approach to regulatory review remained the same as prior to the Order. 252 On
occasion, some agencies—particularly the Department of Justice—included a qualitative
assessment of the impact of a regulation on values like dignity, equity, fairness, and
distributive concerns. 253 They tended to do so only when the monetized costs of a
regulation outweighed the regulation’s benefits. But most agencies did not take the values
into account at all, or at most gave them a cursory treatment.
The Trump presidency ushered in a new wave of concerns from environmental
justice advocates. 254 Early signs do not bode well for the prospects of a more serious
commitment to environmental justice in the near future. President Trump’s first budget
proposes to eliminate the Office of Environmental Justice in its entirety. 255 While Congress
has not been receptive to the deep cuts to EPA programs proposed in President Trump’s
budget, it nonetheless appears willing to reduce the EPA’s appropriations. 256 With respect
to internal management of agency programs, the EPA under Scott Pruitt seems poised to
shift focus away from minority and low-income communities once again, as was the case
during the Bush administration. 257 Additionally, there are indications that suggest EPA
under the Trump administration is less active in environmental enforcement. 258 Although
it is too early to evaluate President Trump’s environmental justice record, there is little
reason for optimism for environmental justice advocates.
B.

Coal Miner Compensation
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This Section looks at attempts by both the legislative and executive branches to
identify and compensate Eastern coal miners burdened as a result of environmental
regulations affecting coal-fired power plants. Both a legislative program adopted in the
1990s and an administrative program implemented during the Obama Administration
ultimately provided only limited relief and were each in effect for only a few years.
1.

Clean Air Act Amendments of 1990

In 1970, Congress enacted the modern version of the Clean Air Act, 259 which
requires the EPA to promulgate national emissions limitations for new stationary
sources. 260 Under the 1970 amendments, the EPA must set emission standards for
categories of new stationary sources that “may contribute significantly to air pollution
which causes or contributes to the endangerment of public health or welfare.” 261 These
emission standards must reflect “the degree of emission limitation achievable through the
application of the best system of emission reduction which (taking into account the cost of
achieving such emission reduction) the Administrator determines has been adequately
demonstrated.” 262
Accordingly, in 1971 the EPA promulgated new source performance standards for
coal-fired power plants. 263 In determining these standards, the Administrator chose
scrubbing technology as the “best system of emission reduction… adequately
demonstrated.” 264 The Administrator examined the scrubbers in use at the time—there
were only three in the United States in 1971—and determined that it was adequately
demonstrated that scrubbers had the capacity to eliminate about 70 percent of the sulfur
oxides released when coal was burned. 265 Multiplying this 70 percent reduction rate by the
average sulfur content of coal found in Eastern regions, the Administrator set the emissions
ceiling at 1.2 pounds of sulfur dioxide per MBTU (million British thermal units). 266
This limitation on sulfur emissions from coal burning had differential effects on
coal producers across the United States. The sulfur content of America’s coal reserves
varies significantly by region – reserves in areas west of the Mississippi contain mostly
low sulfur coal, while Eastern reserves from Appalachia and the Midwest contain mostly
high sulfur coal. 267 Thus, the 1.2 lb standard could be met by installing expensive scrubbers
and burning Eastern coal, or it could be met simply by burning lower sulfur Western coal
with no emission controls. 268 Many power plants in the East that used local coal found it
259
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cheaper to meet these standards by importing low-sulfur from the West and thereby
forgoing the need to install scrubbers. 269
This state of affairs was opposed by both environmentalists and Eastern coal
producers. 270 Environmentalists, seeking stricter pollution controls, sought universal
scrubbing to cut sulfur emissions even further. 271 Eastern coal interests also wanted
universal scrubbing, though for a different reason: to impose additional costs on Western
coal, thereby counteracting the competitive advantage that it had received as a result of the
1971 regulation. 272
Responding to these different constituencies, 273 the Clean Air Act amendments of
1977 added a provision requiring a percentage reduction in emissions, regardless of the
coal’s sulfur content. 275 These changes reduced the market advantage that the 1971
regulation had conferred on lower-sulfur Western coal at the expense of higher-sulfur
Eastern coal, because coal plants had to take on measures to treat emissions even when
burning lower-sulfur coal.
274

But in the 1990 amendments, Congress reversed course, repealing this provision
and eliminating the advantage that had been conferred on Eastern coal by the 1977
amendments. The EPA estimated that, as a result, there would be a decline of 35% in total
high-sulfur coal employment. 276
To counteract the negative consequences of these job losses, Senator Robert Byrd
(D-W.Va.) sought to include in the Clean Air Act amendments of 1990 a compensation
scheme to support miners who lost their jobs as a result of restrictions on the sulfur
emissions of coal-fired power plants. 277 Under his original proposal, displaced miners
would receive, for six years, between 50 percent and 100 percent of the their final year’s
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salary. 278 The proposal also included financial incentives for unemployed miners to enter
certified job training and education programs. 279 The total cost of this program would have
been between $875 million and $1.35 billion. 280
Concerns by various senators about the high cost of the program led Senator Byrd
to amend his initial proposal by reducing the total number of years of assistance to four
years, or the number of years during which the individual was employed as a coal miner,
whichever was less. 281 Benefit amounts were also cut to between 50 percent and 80 percent
of the miners’ final year’s salary. 282
Nonetheless, several senators continued to question the wisdom of the
compensation scheme, which would cost hundreds of millions of dollars to assist 5000
people who lost their jobs in the coal industry. 283 For example, one senator argued that
setting a precedent under which the government compensated people who lose their
livelihoods due to federal legislation could “kill a lot of actions by Government in the future
that affect people’s lives.” 284 Other objections focused on the unfairness of asking
taxpayers to contribute to large payouts for the miners, 285 and on the potential inclusion in
the compensation scheme of miners who lost their jobs due to automation and other
industry shifts, and not as a result of environmental regulation. 286 A last ditch attempt by
Senator Byrd to further reduce the unemployment benefits—this time to three years at 70
percent of the miner’s previous salary in the first year of unemployment, 60 percent in the
second year, and 50 percent in the third year—was still opposed by senators who continued
to view the unemployment benefits as unreasonably high and unfairly targeted to only one
subset of individuals who might lose their jobs as a result of regulatory actions. 287
Part of the Senate opposition was also based on the concern that President Bush
would carry out his threat to veto the entire Clean Air Act amendment package if it
278
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contained the costly Byrd amendment. 288 Despite Senator Byrd’s insistence that there were
precedents for a compensation proposal of this sort, 289 and broad support that it enjoyed
among interest groups, 290 fears that the amendment would become a “bill killer” turned out
to be fatal: the Senate narrowly voted down the Byrd amendment, 50–49. 291
Members of the House of Representatives also expressed concerns about the miners
who might lose their jobs as a result of the Clean Air Act Amendments. 292 In response to
these concerns, Representative Robert Wise (D-W.Va.) proposed the Clean Air
Employment Transition Assistance Program, to provide compensation to workers across
all industries who lost their jobs as a result of the Clean Air Act’s new regulatory regime
following the 1990 amendments. 293 Under this proposal, these workers would receive an
additional six months of unemployment benefits for a total of one year, up to two years of
supported job training, and a relocation allowance. 294 The additional benefits would be
equal to the amount collected by the worker during the first six months through
unemployment compensation, 295 and payments for training would be the greater of the
unemployment benefit amounts or the weekly allowance for such training that the worker
would be entitled to under any federal training law. 296 In order to be eligible for these
additional benefits, an employee had to have worked in the affected industry at least 26
weeks in the 52-week period before the unemployment began, collecting at least $30 or
more per week in wages. 297 The Wise amendment was limited to a duration of five years
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and had a maximum total cost of $250 million, 298 as compared to the cost of between $875
Million and $1.35 Billion for the first version of the Byrd amendment. 299
Representative Wise addressed many of the concerns that Senators raised regarding
the Byrd Amendment, which had failed two months earlier. 300 In particular, Wise stressed
that the assistance was neither industry-specific nor region-specific, and that it did not
entail the creation of a new program, but rather the extension of existing programs. 301 He
also noted that it tracked very closely the Trade Adjustment Assistance program under the
Trade Act of 1974, which helped workers who lost their jobs as a result of trade
liberalization. 302
Despite these changes, opponents called the Wise amendment “the Byrd
amendment in sheep’s clothing,” 303 and complained about the precedent-setting nature of
an amendment that could lead to the inclusion of labor-protection provisions in all
subsequent environmental legislation. 304 And some Representatives also expressed the
concern that the cost of the program, though lower than that of the Byrd amendment, would
still lead to a presidential veto. 305 Nonetheless, support for the Wise Amendment was
strong enough that it passed in the House, 274 to 146, 306 and was included in the final
Clean Air Act legislation, which the President signed despite the prior veto threat. 307
The Clean Air Employment and Training Act operated between 1992 and 1993 and
allocated almost $25 million to assist workers facing unemployment, but the program was
discontinued after 1993 because Congress failed to appropriate additional money to fund
it. 308 Subsequently, the Department of Labor continued to provide assistance through a
discretionary fund in the Job Training Partnership Act. 309 Between 1992 and 1996, coal
mining companies, states, and the United Mine Workers Union received over $82 million
from the federal government for vocational training, needs related payments, and job
counseling. 310 The program, however, ended after the Job Partnership Training Act was
repealed in 1998. Between the Clean Air Employment and Training Act and the
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discretionary funds available to the Secretary of Labor, over 6000 coal miners received
assistance, the majority of whom were located in Eastern and Midwestern states. 311
2. POWER Initiative and POWER+ Plan
During the Obama presidency, coal production and jobs in the coal industry
continued to decline. 312 The shift of energy production away from coal is primarily
attributable to decreases in the cost of natural gas energy. 313 However, additional
environmental regulations, including the Transport Rule, Mercury Air Toxics Standards,
and the Clean Power Plan, had an effect as well. 314 Recognizing that changes in the pattern
of energy production would continue to further displace coal industry workers, the Obama
Administration sought to compensate the coal-producing communities. 315 To pursue this
goal, it implemented the Partnerships for Opportunity and Workforce and Economic
Revitalization (POWER) Initiative on March 27, 2015, just months prior to the
announcement of the Clean Power Plan. 316 The POWER Initiative was an innovative
program targeting grants and funding to Appalachian state and local governments in an
effort to invest in the economies of communities that previously relied heavily on the coal
industry. 317
The POWER Initiative provided funds 318 through the Economic Development
Administration, the Department of Labor, the Appalachian Regional Commission, the
Department of Commerce, the Environmental Protection Agency, and the Department of
Agriculture to help Appalachian coal workers who lost their jobs. 319 The Economic
Development Administration took the lead role and coordinated across other federal
agencies to ensure that the funding was properly targeted and non-duplicative. 320 The
program gave planning and implementation grants to communities without “robust [or]
311
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recent comprehensive and integrated economic development strategic plans in place” 321
that could demonstrate that they would suffer significant job losses as a result of changes
in the coal economy. 322 POWER Initiative grants targeted funding for economic
development programs including the creation of a drone-operator workforce, enhancement
of infrastructure relating to the outdoor recreation industry, and transformation of a freight
station into a high-tech incubator. 323
The initial round of funding under the POWER Initiative, undertaken in 2015,
proposed to award up to $38 million in grants during the program’s first year, of which $28
million of was actually awarded. 324 For 2016, the POWER Initiative sought to significantly
increase the appropriations to be able to provide more assistance, targeting an expenditure
of $75 million. 325
While the POWER Initiative is funded through Fiscal Year 2017, 326 the future of
the program does not seem promising. President Trump’s proposed budget for fiscal year
2018 seeks to shut down two of the primary federal agencies charged with administering
the program, the Economic Development Administration and the Appalachian Regional
Commission. 327 President Trump’s budget is silent on the program and his proposals
contain none of the same language regarding targeted investments to Appalachia that was
included in President Obama’s budgets. 328
The POWER Initiative was accompanied by a POWER+ Plan proposal, which
sought the appropriation of additional funds for economic development projects in
communities that experienced the loss of coal jobs. President Obama’s proposed 2016
budget included a request that $1 billion over five years from the unappropriated balance
of the Abandoned Mine Reclamation Fund be used to provide money for the, “health,
safety, environment, and economic development” of such communities. 329 Expenditures
would have been distributed through a newly created “Abandoned Mine Land Economic
Revitalization (AMLER) Program,” 330 which would have directed unappropriated funds to
further economic revitalization and job growth. 331 The POWER+ Plan proposal also sought
to provide additional funding to the United Mine Workers of America Health and
321
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Retirement funds, to benefit workers whose health benefits were reduced as a result of coal
industry bankruptcies, and to transfer funds from the Pension Benefit Guaranty
Corporation for the purpose of protecting the nearly insolvent 1974 United Mine Workers
of America pension plan. 332 The proposal received a tepid reception among congressional
Republicans, who were in the midst of an election year in which displacement of former
coal jobs had become an important part of the political narrative. 333 Reaching bipartisan
agreement on compensation for displaced coal jobs would undermine their opposition to
the Clean Power Plan. 334
Nonetheless, measures similar to those in the POWER+ Plan were proposed by
congressional Republicans representing Eastern coal communities. Consistent with the
Obama Administration’s proposal to appropriate funds from the Abandoned Mine
Reclamation Fund, Representative Harold Rodgers (R-KY), chair of the House
Appropriations Committee, 335 proposed the Revitalizing the Economy of Coal
Communities by Leveraging Local Activities and Investing More (RECLAIM) Act. 336 The
bill had Democratic co-sponsors, 337 and it received the support from some environmental
organizations, including the Sierra Club. 338
The bill ultimately failed to gain traction after a concerted effort by Wyoming
Governor Matt Mead to defeat it. 339 In a letter to Wyoming’s congressional delegation,
Governor Mead characterized the appropriation change in the bill as increasing costs on
the coal industry in Wyoming and nationally. 340 Wyoming’s opposition stemmed largely
from its status as the largest recipient under the Abandoned Mine Land Fund, which could
lose funding as a result of the proposed change in allocation. 341 Indeed, at present, funding
is collected through a tax on coal, 342 which means that Wyoming as the largest coal
332
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Appropriations Committee from 2011 to 2016).
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producing state in the country is both the biggest contributor and beneficiary. 343 Current
expenditures under the program primarily go to the states in which the revenues were
generated. 344 Proposed changes in funding would allow for withdrawal from the
unappropriated balance of the fund to states for economic redevelopment projects. 345 In the
short term, Wyoming would not lose funding, since the reallocated funds had been
unappropriated for years. 346 Regardless, because Wyoming’s coal mine operators
contribute disproportionately to the current fund, changes in the funding model would
constitute a subsidy to states with declining coal production, primarily West Virginia and
Kentucky. 347 For that reason, states like Wyoming might fear that tweaking the funding
model may result in more money leaving the state than coming back in the long term.
The RECLAIM Act was reintroduced in 2017, 348 but the bill has similarly failed to
gain traction. During a hearing in the appropriations committee Alan Lowenthal (D-CA)
indicated skepticism regarding the lack of strings attached to the funding, 349 which
Wyoming has been criticized for using to support programs unrelated to coal or the coal
economy. 350 The bill has not moved past the committee phase. 351 A companion bill of the
same name was introduced in the Senate by Joe Manchin (D-WV), but the Senate bill has
not moved beyond a referral to the Senate Committee on Energy and Natural Resources. 352
In summary, while the Obama Administration’s POWER Initiative distributed
some already appropriated funds to compensate coal communities experiencing job losses,
it does not appear that the program will survive the change of administrations in a
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meaningful way. And legislative efforts to appropriate additional funds for these purposes
appear to be foundered, despite bipartisan support in Congress. 353
IV
EMPOWERING THE EXECUTIVE BRANCH
This Part argues for a greater role for the Executive Branch in compensating
populations disproportionately burdened by regulation. What is needed is a new
institutional structure to proactively monitor economically significant environmental
regulations for unusually large negative distributional effects on particular groups and to
coordinate appropriate executive responses.
Although the authority to enact laws and approve spending resides in Congress, the
president wields substantial tools for unilateral policymaking through the federal
bureaucracy. Indeed, the trend over the last few decades has been one of increasing
unilateral action by the president. 354 Much of the literature on the president’s institutional
capacity emphasizes control over the regulatory activities of federal agencies. 355
This Article moves the literature in a different direction in two different ways. First,
contrary to the Kaplow and Shavell orthodoxy, it argues that in certain instances, regulatory
action should pay greater attention to distributional concerns, and suggests an institutional
design better able to achieve this objective than have our prior efforts. And, second, and
more aggressively, it recommends the use of the president’s power to direct federal
resources to populations harmed by regulatory action; the focus here is on the executive
power to redistribute, rather than on the power to regulate. Section A evaluates how the
institutional capabilities of the Executive Branch can best be deployed to assist
communities negatively affected by regulation. Section B proposes monitoring by the
Office of Information and Regulatory Affairs (OIRA) of the distributional consequences
of economically significant rules and the creation of a standing interagency working group
that could be mobilized to assist communities seriously burdened by regulatory actions.
A.

Institutional Capabilities of the President

Recent scholarship on the presidency has recognized an increasingly broad ambit
of unilateral presidential power, including the power to exert strong influence and control
over the administrative bureaucracy. 356 This Section analyzes the types of presidential
authority over agency action, which can be categorized as the powers to “centralize,”
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“politicize,” and “pool” agency resources. 357 It explores the limitations of OIRA’s
centralizing function, arguing that it has a primarily reactive mission and lacks the
institutionalized capacity for proactive policymaking. 358 It then explores the budgetary and
statutory constraints on presidential authority and the ways in which presidents have
historically overcome them.
1.

Centralization, Politicization, and Pooling Powers

The powers available to the president for controlling agency behavior are often
discussed in terms of “politicization” 359 and “centralization;” 360 to these categories, recent
scholarship by Daphna Renan adds the concept of “pooling,” 361 that is, “mixing and
matching resources disbursed across the bureaucracy” in order to implement policies not
contemplated by any particular congressional act. 362
Politicization consists of staffing “loyal, ideologically compatible people in pivotal
positions in the bureaus, the departments, and, of course, the [Office of Management and
Budget] and other presidential agencies whose job it is to exercise control … the idea is to
ensure that important bureaucratic decisions are made, or at least overseen and monitored,
by presidential agents.” 363 Thus, by exercising the appointment and removal powers, the
president can assemble an administrative bureaucracy that shares his goals and is receptive
to direction from the White House.
Centralization consists of establishing structures within the executive branch in
order to “shift the locus of effective decisionmaking authority to the center.” 364 The
principal example of centralization is OIRA review of agency rulemaking. Conducted
within the Office of Management and Budget (OMB), OIRA review is the most powerful
and well-established institution for executive control over administrative action. 365 Since
the Reagan Administration, OIRA has been charged with reviewing economically
significant agency actions—defined as those actions likely to result in an annual effect on
the economy of $100 million or more—to ensure they take cost-benefit analysis into
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account. 366 Executive review has long been “justified on the grounds that it would
coordinate and harmonize the activities of the disparate federal agencies.” 367
Despite the stated goal of coordination, OIRA has traditionally behaved as a
reactive body, and, moreover, it is not properly resourced to perform a coordinative or
proactive policy-creation function, 368 and has not routinely identified areas of potential
cooperation or spurred agencies to promulgate regulations on its own initiative. 369 OIRA
regulatory review was created by the Reagan administration with an eye to curbing federal
regulatory activity. 370 Although subsequent administrations, including Clinton’s 371 and
Obama’s, 372 issued their own Executive Orders to update the instructions for regulatory
review, OIRA has continued to function as a clearinghouse for reviewing regulations to
make sure that the “benefits of the intended regulation justify its costs.” 373 Thus, despite
being the primary mechanism for centralized executive review of administrative law,
OIRA’s current structure is ill suited to perform a proactive policymaking function, and in
particular, to be a proactive vehicle for addressing the adverse distributional consequences
of regulation.
366
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OIRA, however, is not the only mode of centralization within the Executive Branch.
Centralization takes place whenever presidents develop policies or personnel meant to
oversee and direct agency behavior. 374 Efforts of this sort are facilitated in part by the
establishment of units within the Executive Office of the President, which the president
can finance with appropriated discretionary funds. The continuing existence of such units
is subject to congressional approval through the appropriations process. 375 Congress,
however, has historically granted broad authority to the president to organize the Executive
Office of the President as he sees fit. And presidents have been relatively unconstrained in
deploying this authority. 376
Recent presidents have increasingly exercised the powers of politicization and
centralization. In an influential article, now Justice Elena Kagan documented a concerted
effort by the Clinton Administration to coordinate policy across the administrative state. 377
In particular, President Clinton issued a strikingly higher number of directives (through
executive order) to agencies regarding rulemaking and policy than had his predecessors. 378
In general, President Clinton sought both to exercise greater control over the bureaucracy,
and to represent agency actions as part of his Administration’s policy agenda, claiming
credit for these actions. 379
374
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Just as President Clinton ushered in the practice of issuing directives to agency
heads, President Obama innovated in a different area of presidential control: the
appointment of policy “czars” —advisors, not subject to Senate confirmation, tasked with
“ensur[ing] that policymakers across the executive branch work toward the President’s . .
. agenda”. 380 While Obama was not the first president to deploy White House staff to exert
influence over agency decisionmaking, 381 one commentator notes that his czar system was
distinctive in at least three ways: Obama’s czars were expert in policy, rather than
politics, 382 they were often more highly qualified than their cabinet counterparts, 383 and
their portfolios “roughly parallel[ed] the portfolios of cabinet agencies.” 384 Appointing
such czars was a mechanism “to magnify his control over agency action in domestic
policy.” 385
Finally, by “pooling” agency powers, the president can combine agency resources
to augment administrative power in pursuit of a particular policy agenda, “creat[ing] a
toolkit different in kind from the tools available to [any particular] agency acting alone.” 386
Thus, one agency’s legal authority can be combined with the institutional knowledge or
expertise of another agency to effectuate a given policy agenda. 387 Examples of pooling
powers include the joint rulemaking conducted by the EPA and the National Highway
Traffic Safety Administration (NHTSA) to regulate automotive fuel economy standards. 388
While NHTSA was statutorily authorized to promulgate such standards, the EPA had, over
years, developed expertise in automotive engineering “at a time when Congress had
prohibited NHTSA from accruing such information, knowledge, and skill.” 389 NHTSA
presidential administration and thereby exerting pressure on agencies to execute against his public messaging.
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380
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relied on the EPA’s expertise and its own statutory regulatory authority, and the joint effort
“generated NHTSA’s first increase in fuel economy standards for cars in nearly thirty
years.” 390
For another example of pooling powers, consider also the Interagency Working
Group on the Social Cost of Carbon (IWG), which was established “[t]o facilitate
accounting for the costs of climate impacts, and the benefits of reducing carbon
pollution.” 391 IWG was comprised of representatives from numerous federal agencies
including the Council of Economic Advisers, Council on Environmental Quality,
Department of Agriculture, Department of Commerce, Department of Energy, Department
of Transportation, Environmental Protection Agency, National Economic Council, Office
of Management and Budget, Office of Science and Technology Policy, and Department of
the Treasury. 392 In 2009, the IWG developed a figure for the social cost of carbon, which
it made available for public comment before adopting it in 2010, 393 and revising it in
2013. 394 By July 2015, the figure had been used in 34 proposed rulemakings 395 performed
by five agencies. 396
2.

Spending Power

The president is constrained in exercising unilateral power to the extent that he
lacks the funding or statutory authority to do so. However, these constraints are qualified
insofar as the president plays a leading role in the budget process, and the executive
agencies operate within a structure of broad statutory authority.
The power of Congress to—or not to—appropriate funds for executive initiatives
is a major constraint on unilateral presidential power, as evidenced by the battle over the
was able to rely on expertise, including research and technical skill, which the EPA had continued to accrue
during those intervening years.” Id. at 227 (citations omitted))
390
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POWER+ plan described above in Part III. 397 Nevertheless, the president possesses
substantial leeway and leverage with which to maneuver to secure the funding he needs,
and distribute it as he wishes. 398 First, the president plays a central role in congressional
passage of an annual budget. Since the Budget and Accounting Act of 1921 was enacted,
the president has been responsible for preparing a budget, which is submitted to Congress
each year in February. 399 The budget is comprehensive, and vetted by the OMB to ensure
that agency funding requests comport with a central executive policy platform. 400 Congress
relies heavily on the president’s submitted budget, and the president typically supports his
proposal with an active media campaign, appeals to Representatives and Senators, and,
ultimately, the threat of veto if Congress departs significantly from the president’s
proposal. 401 Moreover, as the size of the federal government has increased, so has the
length and complexity of the budget, making it less practical for Congress to carefully
monitor the spending of the thousands of agencies funded. 402 Thus, as appropriations are
increasingly targeted to less specific agency functions, the president’s discretion over the
use of those funds increases. 403
Second, the president can coordinate already appropriated funds in the present
fiscal year to serve a novel policy agenda not contemplated during the appropriation
itself. 404 Such was the case with the grants issued in fiscal year 2015 under the POWER
Initiative, as is further explored below. 405 To this end, for example, funding can be drawn
from contingency accounts—that is, funding available only under certain circumstances,
like a national emergency. Such accounts are often not bound by strict legislative
criteria. 406 As to these funds, “presidents often use them not to direct emergency relief
programs, but instead supports projects, foreign and domestic, that Congress itself
397
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opposes.” 407 Presidents can also “request moneys for popular initiatives and then, once
secured, siphon off portions to more controversial programs and agencies that were
unilaterally created.” 408
Relatedly, the political barriers to funding a new program are greater than
appropriating funds for one already initiated by the president. 409 For example, when John
F. Kennedy founded the Peace Corps—despite lacking congressional approval—using a
contingency account, Congress only considered the question of continued funding for the
program once it had almost 400 Washington employees and 600 volunteers at work in eight
countries. 410 As one commentator notes, “Congress, then, was placed in the uncomfortable
position of having to either continue funding projects it opposed, or eliminate personnel
who had already been hired and facilities that had already been purchased. Not surprisingly,
Congress stepped up and appropriated all the funds Kennedy requested.” 411 Thus,
Members of Congress may feel that once a program has already taken effect, it is politically
more hazardous to defund it than to re-appropriate the funds; by the same token, it is less
politically fraught to appropriate funds for an existing program than to start a new one
through legislation. Finally, although the president’s regulatory and spending powers are
limited to those actions that Congress has authorized, agencies—and, therefore, the
president—are empowered with a breadth of discretion by legislation already on the
books. 412
Especially important for the purposes of this Article is the discretion the president
has to control the distribution of federal discretionary grants, which are public funds made
available to organizations based on statutory criteria. 413 The distribution of discretionary
407
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Id. at 428.
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Moe & Wilson, supra note 355, at 23. As Moe notes, the president enjoys both the explicit powers delegated
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For a thorough look at Congressional grants of statutory discretion to the president, see DAVID EPSTEIN &
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grants, which can total well over $100 billion per year, 414 is subject to significant control
by the president. 415 Arguing that presidents wield discretionary grants to stay in office, one
commentator finds that between 1996 and 2008, swing states received about 7.5 percent
more grants than other states—an annual difference of tens of millions of dollars per
state. 416

3.

Coordinated Executive Policy

Armed with the powers of politicization, centralization, and pooling, and
discretionary spending, modern presidents have demonstrated the capacity to initiate and
execute sweeping policy agendas by coordinating administrative activity. For example, in
the early 2000s, President Bush mobilized the administrative bureaucracy to redirect over
$1 billion in aid to religious organizations. 417 Some funds were redirected through existing
programs, while others constituted new discretionary grants awarded to religious
organizations. 418
In addition, President Bush created new bureaucratic structures tasked with
increasing the flow of federal grants to religious organizations. 419 The initiative was
coordinated by the White House Office of Faith-Based and Community Initiatives, and
executed in part by faith-based “centers” that were instituted in the Departments of
Education, Labor, Justice, and Health and Human Services. 420 As a part of the effort, these
centers offered training for religious and community organizations on how to apply for
federal grants. The centers published a catalogue of federal aid grants, which “as of 2004
totaled more than $50 billion, for which religious organizations could apply.” 421 Finally,
through rule changes, the centers increased access of faith-based organizations to “daycare,
job-training, nutrition, anti-poverty, housing, anti-drug, and educational programs.” 422
414
Id. at 7. See id. at 48 (“[between 1996 and 2008,] the bureaucracy doled out more than
$962,000,000,000 in grants, allocated through 3,692084 grant disbursements.”).
415
Hudak notes that the level of discretion afforded to the executive varies by program. For example,
“in the Omnibus Appropriations Act of 2009, Congress authorizes and appropriates to the Department of
Justice ‘$178,000,000 for discretionary grants to improve the functioning of the criminal justice system, to
prevent or combat juvenile delinquency, and to assist victims of crime,’” delegating broad discretion to DOJ.
Id. at 12 (quoting Omnibus Appropriations Act of 2009, P.L. 111-8, 123 Stat. 524, March 11, 2009, p. 580.)
In contrast, other grants provide highly detailed standards as to distribution. Id. at 13. Ultimately, however,
“Even if Congress preferred to make every federal distributive decision throughout the nation, lack of time,
expertise, and staff requires that the federal bureaucracy take on much of that responsibility.” (Id. at 11).
416
Id. at 50–52. Hudak’s data further shows that grant allocations increase by about 10 percent in the
two years before a presidential election, further evidencing presidential control: “[i]f the grant distribution
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congressional elections.” Id. at 50.
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Bush’s faith-based community initiative was motivated by the dual desires to
address social welfare issues by empowering local community organizations, and to
strengthen collaboration between faith-based organizations and the federal government. 423
By advancing the faith-based initiative with existing agency resources, rather than seeking
legislative action, Bush “bypass[ed] congressional opposition from a variety of Democrats,
as well as Republicans who opposed taking on issues of poverty in ways that ‘sounded like
a Democratic idea.’” 424 His initiative serves as a powerful example of the presidential
capability, through agency direction and coordination, to unilaterally change policy and
redirect federal funds.
B.

Addressing Distributional Inequities

This Section sets forth a blueprint for how the Executive Branch can leverage its
considerable institutional powers to address significant negative distributional
consequences arising from regulatory activity. First, the president should institutionalize
the practice, within OIRA, of identifying serious negative distributional consequences
caused by economically significant rules. 425 Second, an interagency working group
structure, composed of representatives from across different administrative agencies,
should be created and remain “on call” to respond to such findings. Third, upon a finding
by OIRA of a sufficiently significant negative distributional consequence resulting from a
prospective rule, the interagency working group should mobilize to coordinate an
appropriate response.
There are two types of strategies this body might pursue in response to
distributional inequities caused by regulation: The first approach is mitigation, and it is
exemplified by the POWER Initiative. Under this approach, a rule that satisfies cost-benefit
analysis, but which nevertheless causes severe harm to some subset population, should be
accompanied by a mitigation strategy—the cost of which should not exceed the margin of
benefit of the rule itself—to support that population. The second approach is rule-change.
If the rule itself might is deemed bad policy because of the distributional inequity it entails,
and if a mitigation strategy will not be adequate to compensate the harmed group, the rule
should be sent back to the agency for redrafting.
The two examples that frame this Article’s discussion illustrate the relative
desirability of the two different strategies. With respect to marketable trading programs for
greenhouse gases, the possible negative distributional consequences do not come from the
concentration of greenhouse gases in poor or minority areas. Greenhouse gases are global
pollutants and their adverse health effects are the same regardless of where they are

423
Michael Leo Owens & May Yuen, The Distributive Politics of “Compassion in Action”: Federal
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Id. at 424 (citation omitted)
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Although OIRA already has the authority to consider, where appropriate, “equity, human dignity,
fairness, and distributive impacts,” Exec. Order No. 13,563(1)(c), 76 Fed. Reg. 3821 (Jan. 21, 2011), these
considerations have not been rigorously applied, see supra text accompanying notes 246–253.
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emitted. 426 But, while the emission of greenhouse gases does not have local consequences,
their emissions are often correlated with the emissions of local pollutants, including
particulates, which have significant negative impacts on public health. 427 Trading schemes
do not necessarily create hot spots for these pollutants; in fact, depending on the costs of
pollution reduction, they might disperse pollution instead of concentrating it. 428 But if they
do, and if those hot spots are of special concern because they are placed in disadvantaged
areas, then the appropriate response could be to strengthen the regulation of the local
pollutants, or the enforcement of already existing regulations. This response would be more
direct and likely to be successful than a compensation scheme, for reasons discussed above
in Part II.A.
In contrast, consider the situation of coal miners who allege that their harm comes
from environmental regulation. Even if their claims are empirically grounded, responding
to them by failing to promulgate environmental regulations that have large net benefits, as
is the case for the Clean Power Plan, 429 would not be a defensible social policy. Instead,
here, the preferred distributional approach, would involve mitigating the adverse
consequences resulting from the loss of jobs.
For either the mitigation or the rule-change approaches, the first step is determining
an appropriate trigger. Then, if the trigger is satisfied, the question turn to how best to
address it by deploying Executive Branch resources.
1.

Trigger

In order to execute ameliorative policies aimed at populations burdened by
environmental regulations, there must first be a mechanism for identifying rules that are
likely to cause distributional inequities. As OIRA is currently tasked with centralized
review of agency rulemaking, it is well situated to consider the distributional impacts of
proposed rules, and to determine when mitigation of inequities is required.
As discussed more thoroughly above, 430 since the Clinton Administration, it has
been the stated policy of the Executive Branch, and of the EPA, that regulations should
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See David E. Adelman, The Collective Origins of Toxic Air Pollution: Implications for Greenhouse
Gas Trading and Toxic Hotspots, 88 IND. L.J. 273, 275 (2013) (explaining that greenhouse gases are global
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in hot spots as the result of trading schemes for global pollutants).
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See Environmental Protection Agency, Regulatory Impact Analysis for the Clean Power Plan Final
Rule, EPA-452/R-15-003, at ES-22, ES-23 (Aug. 2015),
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consider distributive impacts and equity in general, 431 and harms to disadvantaged
populations in particular. 432 In practice, however, the EPA has not implemented a robust,
standardized method of conducting distributional analysis. 433 Rather, the EPA continues to
conduct cost-benefit analysis with the objective of identifying the most efficient rule – that
is, the rule whose aggregate benefits outweigh its aggregate costs, without regard to the
distribution of those costs and benefits.
There is an extensive literature, advancing a number of competing perspectives, on
methods of analyzing distributional effects of federal regulations in relation to cost-benefit
analysis. 434 One recommendation is to incorporate distributional values into cost-benefit
analysis itself so that the cost-benefit ratio produced reflects values like equity. 435 For
example, analysts might assign different weights to the costs and benefits experienced by
different groups according to those groups’ relative social privilege; thus, costs borne by
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Exec. Order No. 12,866, § (1)(a), 58 Fed. Reg. 190, 190 (Sept. 30, 1993) (“in choosing among
alternative regulatory approaches, agencies should select those approaches that maximize net benefits
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76 Fed. Reg. 3821 (Jan. 21, 2011).
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guidance is brief and vague.” Matthew D. Adler, Risk Equity: A New Proposal, 32 HARV. ENVTL. L. REV. 1,
2 (2008) (citations omitted).
It is worth noting that to the extent that environmental justice concerns are emphasized in the
executive orders and guidelines, they focus on the negative impacts on certain socially disadvantaged groups
– specifically, poor people and racial minorities. Id. at 6–7. Such emphasis, though motivated by the
necessary imperative of protecting such groups, is under-inclusive, as it ignores the possibility of grossly
disproportionate distribution of costs among individuals who are not members of socially disadvantaged
groups.
Adler elaborates: “For example, a deregulatory policy that raises air pollutant levels might increase
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165 (1999).
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does not address. See e.g., Banzhaf, Regulatory Impact Analyses of Environmental Justice Effects, 27 FLA
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disadvantaged groups would be weighted more heavily. 436 Without evaluating the merits
of such an approach, this Article follows a different path. It does not recommend wholesale
changes to the way in which cost-benefit analysis is conducted because the current
methodologies are now deeply ingrained into the fabric of U.S. administrative law. 437
Moreover, weighting approaches can lead only to changes in the rule that would otherwise
have negative distributional consequences and do not contemplate the possibility that a rule
supported through traditional cost-benefit analysis would be adopted but then mitigated
through separate measures. And, relatedly, weighted approaches do not contemplate the
possibility that agencies other than the one promulgating the regulation would be the ones
mitigating these adverse consequences.
Instead, agencies should report distributional inequities to OIRA alongside
conventional cost-benefit analysis results. Such a report could take the form of a table
showing the effects on different groups. 438 Indeed, one commentator notes that “[m]any of
EPA’s RIAs are already detailed enough, and make use of scientific and economic models
sufficiently rich enough, that extending them to incorporate such distributional issues
would require only modest additional effort.” 439 As the centralized reviewing body, OIRA
should determine what level of inequity is sufficient to warrant mobilizing an executive
response. Determining the precise threshold of inequity beyond which an executive
response should mobilize is outside the scope of this Article. However, such a response is
appropriate only for an unusually large inequity. It is inevitable, and arguably tolerable,
that some groups will be burdened more than others in the normal course of regulation.
Indeed, the argument for tolerating routine inequities is that over time, the costs and
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benefits of regulations on particular groups will even out to some extent. 440 This Article’s
recommendation is reserved for instances of unusually large inequities, where one group’s
livelihood or health is especially at risk, as in the paradigmatic environmental justice case
of further environmental burdens on poor or minority communities that are already
disproportionately burdened, 441 or where a community loses a significant portion of its
employer base, perhaps as a consequence of repeated regulatory action over a long period
of time, as might be the for coal miners in certain parts of Appalachia. 442 Through a
guidance document, OIRA could provide more specific standards on this issue.
As indicated earlier in this Section, the appropriate response to a finding of
unacceptable distributional consequences could be either a rule change or mitigation
measures. The choice would depend on how to address these negative consequences while
compromising the desirability of the underlying regulation as little as possible. OIRA, with
its expertise is assessing the consequences of regulation, could be in charge of this
determination. Where a rule change is the preferred approach, two situations present
themselves. First, the agency that is attempting to promulgate the rule that gives rise to
undesirable distributional consequences might be able to address these consequences by
amending the rule. Second, the appropriate regulatory action could be within the statutory
jurisdiction of a different agency. Both in this latter situation and where mitigation is the
preferred response, coordinated Executive Branch action is necessary.
2.

The POWER Initiative and IWG as a Models for Action and Structure

President Obama’s POWER Initiative serves as a model for the type of coordinated
executive action undertaken to mitigate harms suffered by populations negatively affected
by regulation. As previously discussed, the POWER+ Plan and the related RECLAIM Act,
which would have entailed substantial statutory and budgetary authorization, stalled in
Congress. 443 In contrast, President Obama’s POWER Initiative relied primarily on existing
statutory authority and funds, and required more modest appropriations in fiscal years 2016
and 2017. 444 The POWER Initiative has successfully made more than $100 million in funds
available to communities affected by changes in the coal industry in 2015 and 2016, and
continues in 2017. 445 Notably, it is an interagency effort, led by the Economic
Development Administration, an agency within the Department of Commerce, but relying
on the authority, resources, and institutional expertise of ten federal agencies. 446 As a
440
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beyond the scope of this Article.
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coordinated effort drawing resources and funds from a number of federal agencies to target
a particular population, the POWER Initiative exemplifies precisely the type of coordinated
assistance recommended by this Article. Furthermore, the specific grants made available
through POWER exhibit the type of resources that might be mobilized as a part of an
executive-led mitigation strategy. The most recent round of grants, announced in October
2016, is described as “[a] funding opportunity that invests in economic revitalization and
workforce training in coal communities across the country… support[ing] 42 economic
and workforce development projects in thirteen states…” 447 A selection of grants awarded
include a nearly $1.5 million grant to Hocking College in Nelsonville, OH to support a
program leveraging public and private resources to provide workforce training services
targeted to industry needs in North Central Appalachia, “including advanced energy,
automotive technology, petroleum technology, welding, and commercial driver’s
licenses 448 ;” just over $300,000 to the Centralia College Robotics Workforce Training
project in Centralia, WA, to support a workforce training initiative around robotics
technology; and just over $100,000 to Williamson Health and Wellness Center in
Williamson, WV, to support an initiative offering workforce training and substance abuse
treatment. 449
As these funds are targeting dislocated workers, they are primarily aimed at
economic development and workforce training. Because they are issued in the form of
discretionary grants, they support a patchwork of local organizations that will in turn
support workers affected by the coal industry. This approach typifies what we might expect
from a unilateral executive model of correcting distributional harms caused by regulations
– a patchwork of programs imperfectly but deliberately tailored to reach a desired
population. In response to other types of harms, such as health hazards of local pollution,
a similar strategy might be employed to deliver targeted healthcare services.
The basic function of the POWER Initiative is to provide assistance to dislocated
energy-sector workers. 450 The program follows in the footsteps of existing job training
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programs for displaced workers provided primarily under two statutory frameworks: Trade
Adjustment Assistance (TAA), which serves workers dislocated due to economic shifts
caused by free trade agreements, and the Workforce Innovation and Opportunity Act
(WIOA), which provides workforce development more broadly.
TAA originated in 1962 to mitigate dislocation of workers and firms affected by
international trade liberalization. 451 Most recently reauthorized in 2015, the current version
of TAA offers eligible workers training and reemployment services, income support for
workers who have exhausted other available unemployment compensation, a wage
insurance program to subsidize the wages of older workers who obtain reemployment at a
lower wage, and a health coverage tax credit. 452
WIOA, enacted in 2014, is the latest in a series of laws which also trace their roots
to 1962. 453 WIOA funds demand-based workforce development activities such as job
training and adult education services, administered through a network of “One-Stop Career
Centers” that coordinate a host of federal workforce development activities, including TAA
benefits. 454 Although WIOA benefits are available to a far larger pool of citizens, TAA
benefits are significantly more generous. 455
Both Richard Nixon and Barack Obama sought to consolidate disparate federal job
training services into a single, more robust program to assist any and all dislocated workers,
rather than targeting particular populations as under TAA. 456 Both Presidents, however,
ran into political barriers, and federal worker dislocation assistance remains a
patchwork. 457 While Obama emphasized adult job training in his second term, and
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consistently increased funding in this area, 458 the United States still provides far less
funding for labor market adjustment than other industrialized countries. 459
Studies of the effectiveness of benefits provided under TAA and WIOA have found
mixed results, and more research is needed to identify effective and ineffective approaches.
A study commissioned by the Department of Labor (DOL) to evaluate the predecessor of
the 2015 TAA reauthorization found that TAA beneficiaries earned $3,300 less per year
than a control group that received non-TAA unemployment benefits four years after
members of each group lost their jobs. 460 However, the DOL studies did suggest that TAA
benefits may have a greater impact on workers who received job training services under
the program than those who received income support without training. 461 A similar,
ongoing evaluation of the Adult and Dislocated Worker Program administered under
WIOA found inconclusive results after the first 15 months, and stated that it is too soon to
judge the effectiveness of training benefits. 462
Unfortunately, there is a dearth of experimental evidence about the effectiveness
of government assistance for dislocated workers, and the limited evidence available
shows mixed results. 463 There is evidence, however, that displaced workers underinvest
in retraining relative to the benefits, supporting the notion that subsidizing retraining is
sensible in theory. 464 A recent study of returns to community-college retraining produced
458
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valuable insights into features which may make government programs more effective. 465
For example, losses from displacement correlate positively with length of tenure,
suggesting that programs might target workers with longer tenure prior to dislocation; 466
programs that are more technical in nature produced substantially higher returns than
non-technical programs, so funding should target “high-return” retraining programs; 467
and retraining was especially effective for displaced workers who had already completed
some post-secondary education, indicating that other interventions may be more
appropriate for workers with a lower baseline level of education. 468
A federal initiative to channel resources to workers dislocated by environmental
regulation must consider insights such as these while recognizing the remaining
knowledge gap about the effectiveness of current government programs assisting such
populations. Ensuring that money is channeled to support evidence-based solutions is
essential. However, the fragmented nature of the existing programs, as well as the fact
that the greatest benefits – those provided under TAA – are only available for workers
dislocated as a consequence of free trade, underscore the vulnerability of workers
dislocated by environmental regulation, and the imperative to assist them.
While the Power Initiative exemplifies the necessary type of policy- and resourcecoordination to assist populations burdened by environmental regulations, this Article
advocates for something more—an institutional structure for forming such policy. The
POWER Initiative was created as an ad hoc remedy for the problem of coal-industry
dislocation. Building on that isolated experience, this Article advocates for a standing
executive unit that would mobilize in response to an OIRA determination of substantially
disproportionate regulatory harm.
Insofar as unilateral executive distribution draws on authority and funding from
multiple agencies, an interagency working group is the ideal structure for formulating such
a policy. Such a group would bring varied institutional expertise to bear in solving a
problem or formulating a policy. The IWG benefitted from the broad institutional expertise
of its constituent agencies in determining an estimate for the social cost of carbon. 469 So
would an interagency working group charged with coordinating redistributive assistance
benefit from such expertise. With a birds-eye-view of agency expertise and capability, such
a group would be able to identify and mobilize the best resources available from across the
administrative bureaucracy.
So far, this subsection’s discussion has focused on unacceptable distributional
consequences that are best addressed through mitigation. But the interagency working
group would similarly be well positioned where the preferred response is a rule change and
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the agency with authority to make this change is not the agency attempting to promulgate
the rule with the negative distributional consequences.
CONCLUSION
This Article calls for a fundamental rethinking of the administrative state and
challenges one of the academic literature’s dominant paradigms. Addressing
unacceptable distributional consequences of particular environmental, health, and safety
regulation cannot be left to congressional action focused on the income tax system
because this system, as it has evolved for over a century, is not well suited to address the
core consequences of such regulation. And, compounding the problem, the serious
gridlock that Congress currently experiences makes this approach even more of a nonstarter.
And, while to date the Executive Branch has similarly not dealt effectively with
distributional concerns, it has, at times, used coordination mechanisms that could be
adapted to provide effective government-wide distributional responses. The goal of this
Article is to build upon discrete examples of such coordination and suggest a more robust
standing institutional structure that can focus on properly addressing distributional issues.
This Article, however, should not be read as endorsing roving Executive Branch
action designed to counteract general distributional inequities, for example, constraining
the very large range in income and wealth across the populations. Skeptics would say that
only Congress can effectively and constitutional undertake social policy of that
magnitude. The focus here is both narrower and far more grounded in an accepted
intellectual paradigm. For decades, the administrative state has paid lip service to
distributional consequences but has not put in place structures to effectively deal with this
issue. After establishing these failings, this Article moves to fill the void.
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